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12 January, 2017 

 
Greeks come bearing gifts – 

look the gift horse in the mouth – 

fear for what’s inside. 

 

What’s he want from me 

with this lavish reception, 

this shower of gifts? 

 

Is the gift giftig, 

a daintily wrapped poison, 

all ribbons and bows? 

 

Does custom dictate 

that it’s obligatory, 

something you must give? 

 

Poetica: Timeo danaos dona ferentes! What's in a gift? 



Gifting out of guilt 

to make yourself feel better– 

selfish empathy. 

 

Take the price tag off. 

Quality speaks for itself 

even if on sale. 

 

Each flower’s color 

sends a meaning of its own. 

I choose carefully. 

 

Bring my recipe? 

Does it insult your cuisine, 

hospitality? 

 

Something for the kids? 

It will keep them occupied 

and out of our hair? 

 

Or does it profess, 

“I love you (but can’t find the words)”? 

Listen to my gift! 

 

You offered a gift, 

but I came empty-handed. 

How shall I forget? 

 

Presence, not presents, 

lights the candles on my cake. 

Age with me like wine. 

 



 

Pedagogica: Cultural-linguistic colonization? 
January 20, 2017 
Perhaps some of you have noticed that Microsoft’s latest in-application spelling 

and grammar corrections seem to be adopting a philosophy of hyper-

simplification. On one hand, this may clarify some meanings and may increase 

the clarity of some texts and contribute to a global English, particularly for second 

language speakers. On the other hand, I find that it frequently destroys the nuances 

that I wish to convey, even when my text is relatively simple. I'm not quite sure 

how to take this. 

Considering myself a decently talented writer in my native tongue, I tend to find 

up to half of these suggested corrections either miss the meaning or at least reduce 

the impact of what I am trying to say. I regularly check my functional and 

commercial writing, which is intended for an international public, with the Fog 

index, so this makes me concerned about what is at foot here in these new 

spelling/grammar algorithms. I quite accept the fact that, when I am trying to 

compose poetry or enjoying the fun of purple patch, that I would trigger verbal 

discomfort on the part of these hidden apps. However, it is in everyday 

communication that this verbal scrupulosity gives me indigestion. 

I would be interested in knowing if others are experiencing this, not only in 

English, but in other native tongues. 

http://www.klariti.com/business-writing/Fog-Index-Readability-Formulas.shtml
http://www.klariti.com/business-writing/Fog-Index-Readability-Formulas.shtml


 

Zondag met Lubach 

 

 USA first, The Netherlands second? 
26 January 2017 

This video satire below, received this morning from a colleague in The Netherlands. was 

just too good to pass up and not pass on. Besides my being in wonder at the cleverness of 

the work, it raised for me the issue of how we reflect the cultural discourse of individuals 
and groups in terms of how we understand them, how they strike us and their implications 

for carrying on their mutual exploration. 

Interculturalists have long and cautiously resisted cultural conflict and even humor, 

resisting not only criticism but 

self-deprecation. With Brexit, 
the Tr(i)umph that occurred in 

the USA, and the mounting 

populism throughout Europe, 

we are conscious of the 

enormous chasm between 
reality and our evaluation of 

what we have thought we were 

accomplishing as intercultural 

advocates. Is satire, then, a 

further wake-up call from a 
somnolent self-satisfaction or 

something we will abjure or 

run away from?   

          https://youtu.be/ELD2AwFN9Nc 

 

     

Politica:

https://youtu.be/ELD2AwFN9Nc


What's in your chicken coop this year?  
 

Poetica:  May your rooster be a booster  
28 January 2017 

 

 

Follow the rooster, 

courageous, benevolent, 

and, yes, trustworthy. 

May family, friends, you 

have something to crow about– 

no more monkeyshines. 

We've got lots to do 

before the dog days set in! 

let's make the sun rise. 



 

 

 Can culture be better mapped?  
29 January 2017 

Though I tend to be somewhat skeptical of some content on the Ancient Origins website, 

the article below discussing maps of Native American territory and language caught my 

attention. It raised for me the question about how useful mapping cultural influence might 

be. We all know the pitfalls of cultural dimensions when assigned to specific countries – 

at best they may serve as starting points for inquiry. 

We are also aware that national boundaries are, more often than not, artificial results of 

conquest and politics, the worst case being perhaps that of Africa where colonial powers 

negotiated and divided up territory to serve their own interests as best they could, with 

Pedagogica:



little or no respect for the native inhabitants, their relationships and their cultures – an 

ongoing tragedy to this day. We are also aware that the influence of religion and other 

ideological and social movements cut across national and regional boundaries in their 

cultural influence on various groups. 

Some mapping has been done about cultural perspectives, based on research and surveys 

of cultural values, but I'm not sure what these add beyond geographical visualization of 

what has been done in textual reports, for example, The Inglehart–Welzel cultural map of 

the world based on the World Values Survey pictured above. Thus, it feels to me as if we 

could use more mapping and more sophisticated mapping rather than less, all the while 

keeping in mind that boundaries are culturally porous despite the efforts to define them 

and enforce them with the stereotypes that have tended to go along with them. We must 

also continue to be aware that maps say as much about the mapmakers and map users as 

they do about what is being mapped. Why isn’t this map in the history books? 

Just as I was posting this article another unpleasant map set came on my screen... 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inglehart%E2%80%93Welzel_cultural_map_of_the_world
http://www.ancient-origins.net/history/why-isn-t-map-history-books-007401
https://thinkprogress.org/mapping-hate-in-trumps-america-9b166b2c52c2


Cultural Identity Discourse Map Template 

 

 

 Who do they/I say that I am?  
30 January 2017 

If culture is best defined and identified by the internal and external discourse of groups and 

individuals, cultural self-awareness and understanding are best served by listening to the inner 

voices as well as the voices around us. Why? Because we use these to create our self-image, its 

expression and its fulfillment in our thinking, judgments, choices, decisions and behaviors. They 

are the source of what we do and make and become. Only our conscious perception of the "voices" 

(this includes expression of feelings, images, etc.) that we are listening to within ourselves gives 

us the power to negotiate with them, to decide which are most relevant and beneficial for ourselves 

and those around us. 

The template illustrated above offers some leads for mapping your cultural identity as it lives in 

you and around you. It is something to think about, perhaps a piece at a time, or even as an ongoing 

project in your personal journal, or in your other practices of reflection or meditation. It may show 

up as well as in your discussions with those important to you– obviously, at your discretion. 

For those of you whose intercultural profession expresses itself in training, workshops, coaching 

and retreats, this template can serve as an approach to activities with which to explore cultural 

identity with your clients or students. Always keep in mind the importance of creating a safe 

environment in which individuals are not compelled to reveal more about themselves then their 

boundaries allow, although inevitably such exercises help us to stretch our boundaries and connect 

with each other in fresh and often deeper ways. 

The elements in this MindMap can certainly be changed, added to, etc., according to your 

learning/teaching/training objectives or your needs for personal exploration. Those who may 

already be using the Cultural Detective®: Self Discovery instrument created by my colleagues 

and myself may find this exercise helpful as an addition to the explorations found there or as a 

means of continuing the learnings which it creates. 

Practica:

http://www.mindjet.com/
http://www.culturaldetective.com/what/series-content/59:self-discovery.html


From “The Day After Tomorrow” used in the "Trial Balloon" article cited below. 

 

 

 

Politica: Do I dare hear the wake up calls? 
1 February 2017 

Many of us have spent our lives, or the greater part of them, attempting to deepen our own 

cultural competence and assist others to do likewise. For most of us, it is not just a way of 

making a living, but a way of living, a route to peaceful coexistence and creative 

collaboration on the planet. We may even have enjoyed a certain satisfaction in our skills 

and a sense of progress in this mission. However, for me, and perhaps for some of you, the 

comfortable snooze of this work has been interrupted recently by the clang of significant 

wake-up calls: the migrant crisis and reactions to it; how Brexit wrecks it; and, most 

recently, how Tr(i)ump(h)s are accelerating the so-called populist rhetoric and plays to fear 

around the Western world. Alarms are going off. We rouse to the fact that there is a lot 

more to do, a lot more than we ever imagined there was to do, if our humanistic aspirations 

are to succeed or even survive. 



I am mesmerized by the pace of the emerging challenges. Daily watching the news for 

"What now?" and "What's next" could become my full-time sedentary amusement with a 

glass of sedation in hand. I need to saddle the broncos of depression and rein them in from 

bucking me off my path. Sometimes it feels illusory to continue my efforts in so many 

areas when I see how little impact they seem to have had. The surface horror is hypnotizing 

enough, but it becomes even more frightening when I peek beneath the lid and smell 

stewing the nightmares of coup d'etat, dictatorship, and genocide. Their traditional 

ingredients are floating to the surface daily. Do I slam the lid back down, or dare taste what 

seems to be cooking? Some commentators do express vacillations and suspicions that echo 

my own. See: The immigration Ban is a Headfake and we're falling for it and Trial Balloon 

for a Coup? 

Sorry if my post strikes you as neither inspirational nor hopeful, but I need to look carefully 

at shadows to see what casts them, to share with you on a more personal level and ask what 

you see. I'm not about gathering an "Ain't it awful" coterie, but an inviting you to search 

with me for the light at the end of a very curvy tunnel and choose the right direction. Bon 

courage!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay 

http://medium.com/@jakefuentes/the-immigration-ban-is-a-headfake-and-were-falling-for-it-b8910e78f0c5#.pgnf3qeil
http://medium.com/@yonatanzunger/trial-balloon-for-a-coup-e024990891d5#.4a8pkwcnw
http://medium.com/@yonatanzunger/trial-balloon-for-a-coup-e024990891d5#.4a8pkwcnw


 

 

 

Pedagogica:  Brexit wrecks it? Staying afloat in the chop 
of “Tr(i)umphalism.”   
5 February 2017 

The waves of populism and nationalism breaking on so many European shores, now 

concretized by Brexit, signals that multiculturalism and intercultural work have had far less 

success and impact than those of us in the field might have imagined or expected of our 

efforts. And now, the election of Donald Trump in the USA has capsized the hopes of 

refuge and has allowed us to see what has been stirring for a long time both in the US and 

elsewhere. The force and tremors of ecological and class struggle have surfaced from the 

deep. We see how, with a little rhetoric, people's fears can become a maelstrom of racism 

and xenophobia. Day by day currents wash over any complacency we might have felt about 

the nautical charts of our profession and challenge the narrow harbors we’ve often dug for 

it. 

Like many of you in this field, I am asked, at least a couple times a week, for advice on 

how to launch an intercultural career or seek work in that domain. I am betimes also asked 



to make formal presentations on the topic of careers in the field. While there have been 

solid studies about the intercultural profession (see: Berardo, Salzbrenner et. al.), it seems 

that the current tsunami requires us to look at what is being swept away, how we will stay 

afloat in the flood of uncertainty, and how our navigation may or must change. 

As the storm rages, I would like to ask you what are the perspectives, visions, opportunities 

and lifeboats we should be grasping for? What are the surfacing flotsam and jetsam we 

should reach for? What are the skills needed to cobble them together, perhaps to make them 

seaworthy going forward? We need to look for leaks in the same-old, same-old and pump 

out the bilge of marketing buzzwords. What may our past-perpetuated trade routes have 

blinded us to? What might history tell us, e.g., revolutions and great awakenings? What 

rhythms will help us row in unison? Should we swim with Thucydides (history) or 

Diogenes (cynicism) or both? Let's get real! Think out of the box with me, please!  

 

 When Alexander the Great asked him, "What do you want from me?",  

 Diogenes responded, "Stop blocking my sunlight!"  

   Image: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnd9usmSPgw  

http://www.sietareu.org/what-is-sietar/facts-and-figures
http://fitacrosscultures.leadpages.net/statusreport/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnd9usmSPgw


 

Even Luxembourg & Morocco 

 

Politica: The Tr(i)umpf of cultural satire  
7 February 2017 

From an interculturalist's perspective, I cannot help the jaw dropping. Here is an ongoing report of 

the clever copycat satire strikes on DJT. Comic mimics of Trump-talk based on each country's 

stereotypes of itself. Just have a look here! 

 

http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/02/donald-trump-parody-videos  

http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/02/donald-trump-parody-videos
http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/02/donald-trump-parody-videos


 

 

 

Practica: Visualizing culture, tongue in cheek  
13 February 2017 

Delighting in your own culture and language and sharing it with others. Here is an 

evocative emoji collection on Finland which I hope you enjoy. I think it would be great fun 

as well as instructive to do a brainstorming about one's own culture in terms of images that 

represent cultural proclivities and the words we use for them. I intend to explore this in 

some of my workshops. Any offers from your culture? Or would you find it too delicate or 

demeaning? 

By the way, do you have a taste for reglisse?  

 

http://finland.fi/emoji/kalsarikannit/


https://wallpaperscraft.com/download/brown_eyes_glasses_girl_close-up_optics_hand_77425/2560x1024  

 

 

Politica – The Optics of the Linguistic Scene 
3 March 2017 

Along with many of my friends I've been fascinated by the unfolding of verbal antics 

around Brexit and Trump and the contamination of many other national scenes by fresh 

populist language. Having swallowed and somewhat digested “fake news” and "alt–right”, 

I am currently choking on "optics". 

All of a sudden, instead of hearing people say “appearances" or discuss "how things look", 

almost every news hour and in my curious surfing of the web I am reminded of my recent 

excursion downtown to the optician. "Optics" to me means having my glasses repaired so 

I can more assiduously focus on and navigate through the tsunami of neologisms on my 

computer screen.  

Language is a living thing, and I can't expect it to stay stable. Having been expat for almost 

quarter of a century this time around, I'm quite often surprised by finding a word or 

expression in an email from someone “back home” that I never heard of, need to google, 

or at least call up someone to to interpret for me. Thomas Wolf titled his novel correctly, 

"You Can't Go Home Again", leaving us to wonder if we should want to… 

https://wallpaperscraft.com/download/brown_eyes_glasses_girl_close-up_optics_hand_77425/2560x1024


New phenomena inevitably need new names, but when we start relabeling our common 

experiences, as in the case of "optics", I start to wonder if there is not some kind of 

pedantry, or even worse, a kind of avoidance going on urging us to create a sanitized word 

to describe something that we are familiar with in its down to earth reality. I also wonder 

how much this contributes to people picking up a word to sound au courant. 

US English is known for its exaggerations and its euphemisms. I must confess to some 

personal naughtiness. When US guests ask me, "Where’s the bathroom?" I direct them 

there, of course, and revel in their confusion of not finding a potty, but just the bathtub, 

sink, and shower. Hee-hee1 Welcome to France! However, the current trend to find clean 

words seems more than prudishness about earthly matters. My sense is that it leans toward 

conflict avoidance by repackaging what might be juicy or smelly in ecologically 

problematic but, to all appearances, clean, leakproof plastic zip-lock linguistics. 

 

 

 
 

Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay 



http://www.supereva.it/drag-queen-donna-con-niqab-foto-divide-america-34208  

 

 

4 March 2017 

No doubt many of you have seen this NY subway snapshot which went viral in recent 

days, giving rise to both praise and vituperation, everything from, “A perfect example 

of freedom!” to, “This is the future that liberals want!” as well as numerous 

unmentionable comments... 

There could be multiple ways to process this image in intercultural training and 

coaching. Some evocative starters might be: 

• They say, “A picture is worth a thousand words!” Jot down 10 words that spring 

to mind as I show you a picture? (Then reveal or project this image, wait a couple 

of minutes and ask those willing to share some of their list to do so). 

• With which character do you most resonate, the woman wearing the burka or the 

guy in drag? 

Practica: Images in an iconic age. How do we use them?  

http://www.supereva.it/drag-queen-donna-con-niqab-foto-divide-america-34208


• How might you feel if you were the person seated next to one or the other of 

these persons? What would you be saying to yourself? 

• What cultural images cause the most discomfort or satisfaction in the context in 

which you live? Where you work? 

• Whom would you be most/least inclined to share this image with? 

• How do you chose whom you will stand next to in a group photo? (Perhaps 

process this image in the group as a prelude to a group or team photo). 

• Any other suggestions? 

  

 

https://thesocietypages.org/socimages/fifiles/2008/12/1.png



 

 

 

Pedagogica: Snake oil for the online generation  
6 April 2017 

"Fake it until you make it," is a discourse found underlying a US American behavior. It is related 

to the independent, individualist core value frames of self-determination and taking charge. At 

best, it means attempting to achieve something, get a job, heist a relationship, or a hitchhike a ride 

by pretending you are someone you would like to be or claiming abilities you would like to have 

that you would like others to believe of you until you can backfill with the real thing. Borderline 

ethical? Should credulity be relied upon until credibility it established? "Fake it" is supported by 

similar discourse such as “Go for it,” “You can do it!”, and the many "feel good" nostrums 

drummed into US cultural discourse to banish negativity and quash feelings of impotence with 

“The Power of Positive Thinking.” 

How far is this from the "big lie"? Now that “fake news” is Macquarie Dictionary's word of the 

year and Oxford Dictionaries have chosen “post-truth”, social constructionist theory will certainly 



pop to the top of the big board of the cultural stock exchange– is it cultural capital? The accepted 

truth can be what we make it. It succeeds in how we market and export it, whatever our intentions, 

legitimate aspirations, power thirst, or posturing for survival. Of course, many of us have suspected 

all along that there can be as many worlds as there are minds to make them up and kindred spirits 

grouped to host them. Cultural intermediaries, those who can speak out loud the language that 

enough others are saying to themselves, will, like snake oil on water, float to the top of these rather 

liquid worlds. 

Would like to know how to do this in the world of cybersex? Here's a little simulation game to 

help you along. It's called "Fake it to make it." Relying on the algorithms of the human mind, 

tweets and posts that fit its shared frameworks have a great likelihood of "making the sale." Try 

the game – it only takes a few minutes to catch the gist. Although there is a current trend in 

gamification is toward serious games, this one leave me mentally asking the game makers, "Are 

you serious?" I suspect they are. 

"Must we reconceive ourselves as mere meat machines running algorithms, soon to be overtaken 

by metal machines running better ones? ...the choice between 'programmed' responses and 'free' 

ones is surely false. We are made up of stories—and we make them up... The narrating self doesn’t 

replace sense with story; it makes a story that makes its own sense." I stole these last quote 

fragments from Adam Gopnik's reviews* of several current books of big thinking about the 

Zeitgeist of the present in the light of history. I'm laying these challenging ruminations on the table 

for interculturalists to discuss here, as well as looking forward to interaction on critical themes at 

the coming SIETAR Europa Congress. Hope to see you here, and/or there. 

*www.newyorker.com. “Are liberals on the-wrong side of history”, 20 March 2017. 

 

 
 

https://www.fakeittomakeitgame.com/


http://www.quericavida.com/whats-rico/tasty-trends/delicious-salads-to-complement-your-sandwiches   

 

 

Poetica: What kind of sandwich is your culture?  
8 April 2017 

Art imitates life. 

But culture's taste intervenes. 

Life imitates art.  
 

 

Actually, my culture is pear slices, Roquefort cheese and nuts on baguette or smorrebrod. 

What's yours? Halal? Kasher? Vegan? Omnivore? 

http://www.seriouseats.com/recipes/2014/12/blue-cheese-pear-hazelnut-smorrebrod-danish-sandwich-recipe.html 

http://www.quericavida.com/whats-rico/tasty-trends/delicious-salads-to-complement-your-sandwiches
http://www.seriouseats.com/recipes/2014/12/blue-cheese-pear-hazelnut-smorrebrod-danish-sandwich-recipe.html


Taste and see what's we!  

 

 

Poetica: Paradox of peoplehood  
9 April 2017 

Are flags inclusive? 

Do banners waved in faces 

tell us who we are? 

 

Trumped up politics 

unite us by rhetoric, 

yet fail in the streets. 

 

People paradox! 

Despite our diversity, 

we want to be we. 

 



How can we do this, 

unless there is another 

labelled “outsider”? 

 

Won’t joining others 

erase our differences – 

those that make us great? 

 

If community 

means connected at the hip, 

there is but one path. 

 

But take proffered hands, 

explore wilderness trails, 

walk we’s into us. 

 

Talk shared purposes, 

accept strange invitations, 

make our hour ours. 

 

Let the alien 

invite curiosity. 

Taste and see what’s we. 



Roots by Frieda Kahlo – http://www.fridakahlo.org/roots.jsp   

 

 

 

Pedagogica: Cultural Competence Starter Kit  
26 April 2017 

This series of posts will assist you in the development of cultural competence, namely the 

knowledge and skills that you need to have to understand yourself as a cultural actor and 

to collaborate with others whose cultural identity and behaviors differ from your own. In 

an age when each of us is challenged to become a global citizen, both our work life and 

our social life increasingly depend on what we need to know and do in the management of 

our mental and emotional processes in our everyday activity and encounters with others. 

Cultural competence starts with understanding, love, and respect for the cultural strains 

echoed in our being and which make us who we are at present and contribute to whom we 

will become going forward. It continues in our encounters with each other as we seek to 

broaden our perception and appropriateness of our responses to situations we face daily. 

http://www.fridakahlo.org/roots.jsp


The knowledge and skills that make up cultural competence, though we may think of them 

in general terms and give them names, are ongoing habits which we acquire, deepen, and 

continue to develop throughout our lifetime. So, consider these posts as a starter kit, a place 

to recognize what competence you have and to acquire the tools to build on it. 

You can begin by listening to yourself, paying attention to those inner conversations that 

do their best to tell you what's going on in and about you. We have an instinctual tendency 

to survival and self-preservation, both as individuals and as groups of people. Not 

surprisingly, the perception of difference is likely to be met with caution and fear by our 

neural system. While its cautions are sometimes necessary to keep us from harm, in an 

exceedingly diverse world we are constantly called to go beyond our automatic frames of 

reference and challenge them with curiosity, to search for points of connection and new 

possibilities beneath the surface of what may initially seem alien. These posts will help you 

to do this.  

 

 



Talking to myself by Biljana Vujicic –  http://biljanavujicic.yolasite.com/paintings.php   

  

 

Practica: How to start listening to who you are  
28 April 2017 

Sound the alarm! What if you had an implanted charm in your arm that would broadcast, 

yes, blast, at last, the stories you tell yourself, sell yourself, that keep you chattel as you 

prattle, rattle, tittle-tattle away. How about a projector app in your cap, a VR screen on 

which to preen, showing the picture-flowing knowing of your mind, mean or keen, 

humming the tune you croon, set to a beat of marching feet, prancing feelings, dancing you 

here, there, where? What’s it saying, what’s it playing, what's it yes-ing, what's it nay-ing? 

Turn it up, listen! Eight times faster than you can say aloud, your inner voice is musing, 

choosing what each thing is, what it’s not, how it’s fusing into using the foment of each 

moment. 

Is it fun, should you run? What cooks in hidden, forbidden nooks. Taste it or waste it? Does 

a same-old blame game maim, leave you lame? Can you name it, frame it, will you tame 

it? Does it burn, make you churn, yearn, learn, turn, earn? Who will rue what you do or 

don’t, if not you? In the light of day, what do you say? Claim it or flame it? Will it pay? 

Lay a righteous path or wrath? 

Perhaps my diction’s friction isn’t sci-fiction or affliction. Do I knell hell, or foretell what’s 

cold, bold, in the mold, soon to unfold, rolled out by Silicon Valley, sold for gold? Let’s 

explore our core, our lore, our floor, before techies open that door... 

http://biljanavujicic.yolasite.com/paintings.php


 

 http://positivemed.com/tag/self-love/page/4/  

 

 

Poetica: My Natterbox  
29 April 2017 

Did I not listen? 

What did I just say to me? 

Was it important? 

 

That inner chit-chat, 

like my unremembered dreams, 

still stirs my feelings, 

 

makes me want to do 

something because of something– 

I am not sure why! 

 

View “Talking to myself”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsW1z9QThsA  

http://positivemed.com/tag/self-love/page/4/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsW1z9QThsA


 

 

Part of the exhibition at the Camp des Milles memorial museum 

 

 

Politica: Gamification & identity building  
12.May 2017 

The image above illustrates serious gaming in the Third Reich! Not all social games are 

socially constructive, but they certainly can be tools to hammer out the kind of society and 

mold the identity we desire. As one who has been creating and collaborating in the shaping 

of intercultural games and their content for some 45 years now, I am both excited by the 

potential that games carry for learning, social cohesion, and understanding each other, as 

well as scared of their ability to convey feelings, attitudes, and antisocial supremacy–

winning at all costs. 

Perhaps more has been said about the ethics of simulation games because of their power of 

engagement. I recall an urban social simulation game some years ago, facilitated by a 

colleague of mine. The interaction and the conflict generated by the game was so intense 

that one angry participant ran up and started choking him. Before he was totally out of 



breath, my colleague was able to squeak out, "Game's over!" At which point, the enraged 

participant dropped his hands and uttered a deflated, "Oh, okay..." Perhaps this incident 

highlighted the effectiveness of the game's simulation qualities, but in any case it shows 

that the game flame is hard to tame if we are playing with emotional fire. Normally a 

simulation game will be debriefed and learning drawn even from or especially from its 

erratic moments. The same should occur for other serious games. 

But aren't all games serious...? We are all familiar with individuals who culturally or 

personally or politically feel like they need to be "winners" on every occasion, and we have 

seen how this attitude can lead to dishonesty, cheating, and violence. "Be a winner", a 

strong cultural slogan in some parts, is in itself ambiguous. This highly depends on the 

nature of the game. Some activities are what we call "zero-sum" games. These tend to be 

the winner-take-all kind of events. Many sports are of this nature, and we have attenuated 

the rancor of loss by offering second and third place prizes as well as endorsing a sense of 

"sportsmanship" to avoid as much resentment and revenge as possible on the field as well 

as off the field. Yet we know that rowdiness and hooliganism as well as racism continue to 

be difficult to eliminate, let alone manage in the world of sport. 

In many places, the worst thing you can call someone is a "loser". The Romans spoke of 

panem et circenses, bread and circuses as diversionary palliatives, the blood of the arena 

serving as a catharsis for social unrest. Today sport is the multibillion-dollar/euro/pound 

equivalent, a collection of enterprises based on the generation of identity politics, national, 

regional, urban, academic, etc., all of which generate cultural identities of various sorts and 

depths. Beneath this is an underlying discourse of being better than someone else with the 

potential consequences of that sense of superiority getting out of hand. Can sports wars 

help us avoid real wars or are they practice for warring? What is the process by which 

winning the race contributes to the sense of being the "master race"? 



On the other hand, we have what some have called "infinite games". These are the kind of 

events that are focused on continuing to surpass your own previous performances. 

"Winning", if we want to call it that, is less a one-time laurel crown than an ongoing process 

of learning, curious exploration, skill development, and satisfaction. Here, staying in the 

game, progressing, is what counts, rather than proving oneself better than others. There 

may be awards marking the way, but these are incidental highlights in pursuit of one's 

vision in competition with none other than oneself–success being the true reward. 

All of this, raises the cultural question of how do we master the master narrative that the 

metaphor of gaming brings with it, when we hear or use expressions like: business is a 

game; politics is a game; and even, life is a game? 

 



http://drjahnke.feeltheqi.com/  - 

 http://diariopuertoplata.com.do/enganar-a-la-muerte-como-sera-envejecer-sin-arrugas/   

 

 

 

Politica: Wrinkles & limps  
15.May 2017 

It seems I've been getting older, and I suspect some of you have also been doing the same, 

given that the social networks keep ratting on us by publishing our birthdays. I know I'll 

be seeing many of you and you will be seeing too much of me at the upcoming SIETAR 

Congress in Dublin. So, while we might not talk about it, we will probably check out each 

other for wrinkles and limps, while finding excuses for not immediately recognizing each 

other despite, furtive and often futile glances at name tags twisted backwards on a congress 

lanyard. When will they start printing them on both sides in a typeface large enough to 

read? ("No, dear, I'm not staring at your bosoms – I'm too old for that – I'm just trying to 

read your name tag!") 

http://drjahnke.feeltheqi.com/
http://diariopuertoplata.com.do/enganar-a-la-muerte-como-sera-envejecer-sin-arrugas
https://www.sietareu.org/activities/dublin-congress-2017
https://www.sietareu.org/activities/dublin-congress-2017


While there has been considerable attention paid to generational diversity, commentary is 

usually about how to manage the up-and-coming generational culture and tips for newbies 

about dealing with their elders on the job. Rarely do I hear anything about retirees in 

intercultural and diversity discussions, were it not for my AARP newsletters and an 

occasional something I stumble on while browsing the web or informing my cousin on how 

to go about cleaning my house at my demise. Those of you have read the book by my best 

buddy Walt and myself may be aware that we have been working at lightening our lives 

via strategies we call "chucket", "shucket", "ducket" (and one that begins with f). If don't 

feel old enough to want to read it, it's a great Father's Day gift for aging dads, uncles and 

revered mentors and those who love them. 

In any case, I was stimulated to call attention to this often missing diversity topic of well-

being as we age by a post that reached me this morning, Social Care Class Action on Bingo, 

written by another guy like us in the throes of cleaning up his life to enjoy it more. John 

Graham scribbles from the UK about the sad and cranky challenges of the social care 

system which often separates aging couples from each other. I link it here, realizing that, 

though the challenges may be different in the country or region where you live, we 

interculturalists might address a bit more the issues of our own and each other's well-being 

and happiness as we grow longer in the tooth. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/bucketbookviews/
https://www.amazon.fr/Seven-Ways-Lighten-Before-Bucket/dp/0993000282
https://grumblesmiles.co.uk/2017/05/14/social-care-separation/


http://www.historyforkids.net/images/EgyptianSchools2.jpg   

 

 

Pedagogica: Just call me “…”  
15.May 2017 

Some years ago, it was a given in diversity training to advise newbies, particularly coming 

from abroad to the USA, that black managers should be addressed by their title of Mr. or 

Ms. until the person addressed gave explicit permission to do otherwise, in the form of 

something like, “Just call me Dolly/Darren.”  

Aspirations of equality (don’t kid yourself – hierarchy, power and authority are not absent 

from US life), couched in the use of first name address and other forms of informality can 

still be shocking to some coming to work in the USA. However, the advice was given, even 

inside the USA, that in dealing with people from “targeted groups”, one should hold back 

on the informality until it was asked for, a sign of taking them seriously and respectfully, 

since they often were not. On the other hand, with bearded white guys, since they are 

assumed to be living in the lap of privilege, it was okay, or even de rigueur to dismiss 

with the titles. When lecturing in several French universities, I used to do the USian thing 

http://www.historyforkids.net/images/EgyptianSchools2.jpg


and tell my students, “Just call me George,” and then watch them uncomfortably stutter as 

they tried to stop saying “Doctor”. This seems to be disappearing, if not totally gone in 

most of my current teaching experiences. 

Thus, I found it interesting when today a colleague of mine, a US university professor 

working in Europe, shared this linked article with me. It made me wonder whether it is to 

be taken at face value, simply an op-ed rationale for a kind of practical restoration of 

formalities, or does it share the motivation and rationale of elevating those who are 

presumed to be minorities, as I have mentioned above. If the latter is the case, are profs 

and teachers now enrolled in the feeling set of targeted minorities, requiring a new level of 

PC to breathe free? Or, lastly, does this possibly reflect the contemporary shifts toward 

authoritarianism we are increasingly seeing in politics, or… Opinions please. 

  

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/13/opinion/sunday/u-cant-talk-to-ur-professor-like-this.html?smprod=nytcore-ipad&smid=nytcore-ipad-share


Gamification of real world issues  

 

 

 

Practica: Real world collaboration  
31 May 2017 

Hands-on learning is being increasingly researched and promoted in academic circles. For 

those of us in the intercultural professions, there are now many more opportunities for 

creative collaboration with faculty and students around the globe. Of course, we enjoy 

being invited as lecturers to various courses related to our specialties, but today the time is 

ripe for ongoing involvement in which we share knowledge and technologies, while we 

coach and mentor students and encourage their projects. 

This year I have the privilege and the pleasure of being engaged with students at two 

different universities in the development of significant learning tools for the intercultural 

field. 



The first was at JAMK University of Applied Sciences where students in International 

Business Management classes undertook the challenge of creating a multilingual 

intercultural learning tool, using the technology of our diversophy® games. Their aim was 

to assist migrants and newcomers to Finland along with their Finnish hosts and neighbors 

to acculturate to each other. Once their New Horizons game was completed, they proceeded 

to market it and even facilitate events with it in schools and community groups, as well as 

distributing it free of cost online to interested users. Most recently they have also packaged 

it in a sturdier professional version. 

Simultaneously this year, I was invited to work with and coach a smaller team of 

Intercultural Management Masters students from the University of Burgundy in Dijon, 

France. Four students from four different countries fulfilled their wish to create an up-to-

date game aimed at both instructing and reducing confusion and fear around the issues of 

Gender & Sexual Identity, which are being loudly addressed and often contested around 

the world. Within the semester they were able to produce one of the largest games (300 

cards) we have ever published. This entire project was conducted virtually and I met the 

students face-to-face towards the very end of the project. 

The point of this post is not to promote the games – we and they are doing that in a variety 

of places – but to encourage my colleagues to engage the present generation with 

opportunities for them to exercise their fresh insights, skills, and energies to produce what 

is needed in their environments and ours. In other words, real-world learning with real-

world impact. Many in academia are hungry for new strategies for hands-on learning. What 

many of us are doing in our consulting, training, and coaching with daily in a matter-of-

fact way might open doors for such discovery. As one who has now enjoyed interns from 

22 different countries in a score of years, I am constantly delighted with the now millennial 

life I am privileged to share. 

https://www.jamk.fi/en/services/koulutus-ja-kehittaminen/kansainvalistyminen/new-horizons/
https://diversophy.com/collections/all-games/products/copy-of-usa-gender


Pablo Neruda is his own words. Generative art by Sergio Albiac. 

 https://www.sergioalbiac.com/wall/artists-self-portraits.html 

 

 

Pedagogica: Authenticity – in praise of Pinocchio. 
04 June 2017 

"Authenticity" annoys me, this buzzword for resistance to growth. Incorporating what's 

around us is as simple as tasting nature's bounty for lunch. Yet, while food religions 

restrict our instinctual caloric intake, fears of the other and terror of our otherness 

become dogmatic locks and bolts on the larder of life. Beauty is all around us; squint to 

focus, not avoid. Reach to stroke, not to strike. 

If I tell you my story, will you run away? Or will you tell me yours? My story... I must 

go there first, to know it not as I may have been telling it, but as it told me, as it keeps 

telling me. I am my tales as you are yours. Some of them we share. We can be journalists 

for each other, inquiring, exploring, debunking our fake news, shattering dim-switch 

optics constructed to hide the chewing gum we paste beneath our plush seat in life's 

daily theater and to ignore the popcorn dropped beneath our feet. 

Culture is bunk, the bunk we snooze in. As we make our bunk, so do we lie. And how 

we lie, in our bunk, becomes our truth, sweaty and stained as we toss and turn between 

sweet dreams, wet dreams and nightmares. Will I remember to dismember the glowing 

embers of the night when consciousness dawns? Would I had the nose of Pinocchio to 

signal how my stories grow, as they become my everyday reality. Repetitio mater 

stupidorum est. But let's be professionals – let's call it "socially constructed reality" – it 

sounds cleaner, like a bleached linen bedsheet on the line, at ease in the breeze. 

https://www.sergioalbiac.com/wall/artists-self-portraits.html


Trudi, George, Knut, Alex in 1979 Gestalt explorations, Klanxbüll  

 

Poetica: Ultimate ownership, self & culture 
05 Julne 2017 

One day at a time, 

I'm working to own my life, 

expose censored parts. 

 

Hidden episodes, 

backwards, a piece at a time, 

opening closets. 

 

When I have it all, 

I can share, surrender it, 

no twinge of regret. 

 

Last Judgement is a selfie, 

so, just take me as I am, 

and you will get all. 



cinismoilustrado.com 

 

 

Politica: I've been watching too much news lately 
16 June 2017 

I have been engaged in cultural diversity advocacy and training for over to 50 years 

now. This has given me plenty time to notice that every few years a new buzzword comes 

along, which will hopefully sell more services to corporate clients. We have moved from 

social justice, "doing the right thing," to serving the ROI, and now to talent management 

and inclusion as the language of branding in the consulting and training industry. 

Awareness and attitudinal change are rarely affected to any great degree by information 

and policy setting. The skills and tools we need as trainers and coaches to reach the hearts 

as well as the minds of our clients and participants are often denied us, either as intrusions 

into personal space, or, simply excluded by the diminishing hours and resources allowed 

for interventions to be effective. Powerful simulations have been replaced by mini-

exercises, and successful programs often evaluated as such by the fact that they have 

successfully "preached to the choir."  



We continue to rearrange the deck chairs on this Titanic exercise known as diversity instead 

of examining the course of the ship being steered from the pilothouse. Let's face it, bias 

and disadvantage are essential elements for keeping capitalism on its own course. To have 

us blaming each other, immigrants, and ourselves, rather than the economic structures 

maintained for the profit of the few, is an essential element in plotting the course. 

Differences are okay if they contribute to profit, or if they can be used to obfuscate the real 

sources of our social and political ills. It is essential that people label and dislike each other, 

for example, to make sure that the arms industry remains robust and obscenely profitable.  

Excuse the rant, but surface ethics and inclusion banter are likely to guarantee more of the 

same old, same old. We must be committed to more. 

 



Pferdapfel von Frank Vincentz - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7378188  

 

 

Poetica: Increment by excrement 
18 June 2017 

 

Bullshit is fertile. 

Maneuver manure, 

it's what makes things grow. 

 

Ca-ca-doodle-doo! 

The rooster creates sunrise 

or so he believes. 

 

I had two classmates 

baptized Krapp and Stercora. 

We made fun of them. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7378188
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Practica: Beaux Gestes 
19 June 2017 

Last weekend's SIETAR France workshop, Jouons ensemble ! Let's play together! was a 

delightful opportunity to learn about ourselves and each other, old-timers and new arrivals 

to France. We played games that helped us get acquainted with about each other's cultures 

and with each other. 

I've given the nickname, Beaux Gestes to one of the most interesting and enjoyable 

exercises led by Grazia Ghellini, who is authoring and, earlier in the workshop day, 

demonstrated a diversophy® game for the acculturation of new arrivals with residents. I'm 

certainly going to use her gesture game in the future, and I would highly recommend it to 

teachers and trainers as an effective way to bring differences to life at the nonverbal level 

for highly diverse groups who may be meeting for the first time. I imagine that It will work 

well for groups from a dozen to 30 or so people. Here's how it goes: 



1. Have the group stand and form a circle. 

2. Explain to them that one person will go to the middle of the circle and act out a 

gesture which is commonly used and understood in their own culture. 

3. As the facilitator, you can start the game by going to the center of the circle yourself 

and acting out the first gesture. 

4. Anyone in the surrounding circle may make a guess as to the meaning of that 

gesture. 

5. The person who first guesses the meaning correctly will take the place of the person 

at the center of the circle and in turn perform a gesture from their own culture. 

6. If no one in the circle is able to guess the meaning of the gesture correctly, the person 

in the center will explain it, and then retire to the circle taking the place of someone 

who was not yet performed. 

7. That person will go to the center and the process will continue in the same way. 

8. Expect that in the course of play, people will spontaneously respond to the gesture 

by sharing and demonstrating how the same meaning may be conveyed by a 

different gesture in their own culture. So, the learning continues until all who wish 

have had a chance to participate. 

9. Debrief by getting participants' reactions to and learnings from the event. Also ask 

anyone who would like to share, if they felt that the impact of a gesture said 

something unpleasant our unexpected in their culture or raised feelings that didn't 

fit what the gesture was meant to say. 

 



 

https://www.sailonboard.com/port/szczecin-poland/ 

 

 
Pedagogica: Reading history & fluid identity 

 2017 

Currently I am reviewing a book on Northern, Central and Eastern Europe – you'll read 

about it here shortly. Various chapters address the history of the countries in these regions 

from their beginnings through contemporary times. In setting these historical accounts 

side-by-side, I had a deepening insight about my mind's management of nations and 

national identities that I would like to share and discuss here. 

What do you hear, listen to, if I simply say the word "Poland"? Or "Russia"? Or do you 

hear anything at all when I say "Estonia"? Taking Poland as an example, over the ages it 

has been a once great empire, it has also vanished from the map for many years, and now 

has reemerged as a economic powerhouse in its part of Europe. So, the question becomes, 

what lives in your mental frame and in mine when we speak its name? What is the frame 

of reference that you and I use to contain it? Where is it in time and in our experience of 

20 June

https://www.sailonboard.com/port/szczecin-poland/


it? Just as we have become concerned recently about the bias that our frames may contain 

about individuals on the basis of their gender, ethnic background, etc., are we not likely, 

when reading history, to pose our current frame in an anachronistic way? 

Thua, it seems to me that the reading of history, (perhaps of any subject) is all about 

bending and breaking the frames we have and reframing in the light of learning, and that 

this is a continuous process, though at various special moments it may seem like a 

breakthrough. 

I'm reminded of an insight once shared with me by Fernando Flores about how breakdowns 

become breakthroughs. The metaphor he used was that of a competition sailing boat. In 

preparation for a great cup race the crew puts the vessel through its endurance tests to the 

extreme point where something breaks or breaks down. The breakdown becomes the 

opportunity to examine the structure and use of the element that has failed and, discovering 

just how that happened, one can redesign and rebuild and benefit from the improvements. 

In other words, we should grow to love breakdowns as beckoning opportunities rather than 

failures, whether we're talking about racing gear or learning challenges. Unlike the racing 

yacht, however, our inadequate mental frames are unlikely to show obvious wear and tear, 

and breakdown may occur only when we are challenged, sense dissonance, or make the 

effort to seek and find new information. 

I have noted elsewhere that the concept of "unconscious bias" is problematic because how 

it is used often tends to imply a moral deficiency of sorts. Understanding how our human 

process of thinking and learning takes place, we should realize now that a limited or 

insensitive frame is normal, but when recognized or identified challenges us to exercise 

reflection and curiosity to learn more. It is not a moment for blame but as an opportunity 

to progress. It's time to grow, whether in our comprehension of the complexity of history 

or in grasping more fully the richness of others. 



Checking out the chickens on grandma's farm in 1942 

 

 

Pictorica:  
Iconophobia – giving, taking, sharing & saving face(s) 
21 June 2017 

My early childhood years were during World War II, when my father, an avid the 

photographer, loved snapping 35mm photos and making 8mm movies. He struggled to find 

film at a time when many products were rationed or not available. I'm grateful for his efforts 

in leaving me some images of those times and of the people who were part of them. A few 

years back, I spent a couple of months exploring my heirloom correspondence and sorting 

out my attic's visual legacy of snaps and flicks, digitizing what I could so my story might 

travel with me in a more accessible way. 

This makes me wonder, though, what the current generation of children will inherit as well 

as create in terms of personal iconography. Parental smart phones seem to be endlessly 

doting on the antics of one's progeny. I am curious to know this massive visual harvest, if 

saved, will be later valued, and how, when this generation arrives at a more advanced age, 



this archival abundance might be digested. Does quantity reduce quality and interest? 

When one had to buy rolls of film, then haul them to the drugstore and pay for developing, 

it was important to carefully compose pictures, rather than snapping half a dozen of the 

same. My Dad had his own darkroom, and I spent many hours there with him exposing, 

bathing and drying prints of his camera work–it was art. But what about the contemporary 

abundance? Culturally speaking, we live in an iconic age, perhaps a time when, though a 

picture may be worth a thousand words, one may also question whether a thousand pictures 

are worth a word well-spoken person to person. 

As children we really don't have much choice about what our parents and relatives record 

and plaster on Facebook. But today, even with the lust for selfies, what I find interesting is 

the various levels of resistance, shyness, and avoidance certain folks have of being 

photographed. How do we wish to be seen, carried about and remembered when we can be 

fixed in pixels that any moment? What does our culture say about this, what do our minds 

mumble about as they check in with our identity narrative? Some folks have always been 

shy about being photographed. Some are extremely fussy about "looking right." Some may 

have good reason not to be photographed, as, for example, asylum-seekers that I have been 

working with, who legitimately fear repercussions for themselves or their families if their 

images are seen by the wrong people. Sometimes it's about staying eternally youthful – as 

I look at online images and personal profiles of people I know, not a few appear to promote 

their image with their first communion or bat mitzvah takes... 

How important is it to save face by saving one's face from intrusive lenses? What are the 

implications of living in an iconic age when the supermarket security camera observes each 

item I take down from the shelf? What's your experience; what are your values around 

giving, losing, taking, sharing your face? 



Notre Dame Campus chapel & administration  

 

 

Politica: The "Fighting" Irish 
23 June 2017 

Lest this post be interpreted as dissing my alma mater, I want to begin with a disclaimer: 

the time I spent studying (among other things) at Notre Dame University grad school 

embraced some of the most enriching, inspiring and enjoyable days of my life. But I do 

have a bone to pick, and it comes from my love of the place. It's not about the "Irish" but 

about the "fighting", though the topics are 

slogan-related and, I fear, integral to the identity 

narrative of the school, and needless to say to its 

on-the-field athletic prowess. 

Ignore the fact that NDU started as a French 

boarding school. “L’Université de Notre Dame 

du Lac” became a cradle of education and social 

progress as the waves of the Irish and other 

Catholic immigrants pursued higher education as 

the way to gain entry into the mainstream of 

American social, economic, and political life. In 

the case of the "papist" Irish, it was also a fight 

to become white! Simian negroid features were 

the common caricatures of Irish immigrants, and 

http://flashbak.com/the-simian-negroid-irish-depicted-in-english-and-american-cartoons-12727/


they had to distinguish themselves from the fate of Black Americans who, sadly continue 

to be placed at the bottom of the inclusion barrel. 

The Irish were not alone in this. Like most immigrant communities in the US they faced 

many struggles for acceptance. One can see the struggle in the boxing world where 

champions, over the years, tended to reflect the successive waves of those struggling for 

inclusion, German, Irish, Italian, Black, Latino. 

  

While I am not a great fan of political correctness, particularly because in practice it 

frequently descends into better-than-thou haughtiness, I am simply tired of "fight" being 

the action word again and again in my alma mater's public discourse. I leave to others the 

discussion of the role of military pride in the unconscious as well as how effective football 

is as today's cathartic equivalent of circenses. Is zero-sum gaming via contact sport a safe 

release of stored up public aggression, keeping the panem-deprived masses content. The 

rise of hooliganism surrounding sport may be giving the lie to this assumption... 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bread_and_circuses


 

 

When arms can’t reach people close to your heart, hug them with your prayers.  

 

 

 

Poetica: Eid Mubarak? 
24 June 2017 

 

To friends and neighbors, 

and those unknown, far away, 

Allah's rich blessings! 

 



 http://www.newskannada.in/featured-story/prati-premiyolgobba-kavi/  

 

Practica:  
Intelligence isn’t enough! In praise of written reflection 
25 June 2017 

Today, whether we travel for business or pleasure, we tend to move at jet speed. We run to 

make connections and do whirlwind, if-this-is-Tuesday-it-must-be-Auckland tours. Many 

of us have breathless and unconscious everydays, commuting to and from work, ticking 

off the lists of things to be done, people to be talked to and being consumed by the questions 

and demands of others, ever intensified by email and instant messaging. The "quick trip" 

is itself a snapshot of what daily life is like. The traveler needs to come home and unpack, 

to haul the bulging suitcase in the house and heave it up on the bed, open it up, take out the 

dirty laundry, hang things up and put them where they belong. Sometimes this is the first 

good chance to look at the postcards, souvenirs and upload or download the snapshots that 

tell us where we've been and what we've done. 

What's my life been all about since the last time I really came home to myself, to my beliefs, 

my values, my God or my Ultimate Reality, and personally unpacked? What valuable 

things have I picked up along the way? What's been lost or damaged or pilfered? What do 

I want to savor, taste, enjoy, share with others? What needs cleaning, shining, refilling or 

renewal? 

http://www.newskannada.in/featured-story/prati-premiyolgobba-kavi/


Without unpacking there is no room for filling, and, the unpacking itself may reveal most 

of the resources we need to journey onward. Most of us have journeyed long to be here. 

All of us are on a journey of one sort or another. We will be "going on" from here. 

In recent times not only has our concept of intelligence been undergoing refinement, but 

also our awareness of ourselves as whole human beings has been growing. The old splits 

between body-soul, mind-matter are being healed through holistic medicine, 

neuropsychology, and self-care. We are not just "minds." As a matter of fact our "minds" 

are functions of our entire selves.  

So, today, intelligence brings with itself the responsibility of developing one's potential to 

the fullest. This means care of one's body, physical fitness; it means care of one’s emotional 

and thinking life, a kind of personality fitness, if you will. My purpose here is to explore 

some skills that keep you fit as a person, specifically how to reflect on experience, to 

understand it, learn from it and enjoy it more deeply, that you may be more clear and 

powerful in your awareness and exercise of your values. 

Human reflection has borne a variety of names. Sometimes have called it "meditation" or 

"prayer”, others, "philosophizing" or "ruminating." It can be both verbal and non-verbal–

as a friend from the South reminded me in his sweet accent: "Sometimes Ah jist sits n' 

thinks, n' sometimes Ah jist sits!" 

When ships and coaches were the traffic, seasoned travelers sans smartphones frequently 

kept a journal of their wanderings. It was partly pastime, partly a way of remembering, 

sometimes a source of stories to tell the stay-at-homes. In more recent times keeping a 

journal became a way of talking to oneself and one's world. It is a way of knowing our 

story before we lose it and inviting our future to come about. It became the method of 

choice for many people to unpack their lives at an occasional retreat or on a day-to-day 

basis. In its pages they can store, scrub, and reflect, alone or in the company of friends. 

Writing about ourselves always begins as a personal and private matter, and from this 

hidden start comes its power. It allows us to observe frankly, penetrate deeply, ventilate 

powerful emotions, and dream mighty dreams. It becomes, as we allow it more and more 

honesty, a mirror in which to view our truest selves and set our deepest hopes and energies 

in motion. Unlike so many therapies and self-help tools, the power of writing from which 

the journal takes its strength is not a new discovery. Great intelligences and great 

"reflectors" on human experience have often used writing as a tool. One thinks of 

philosophers like Plato and poets like Sappho in ancient times; one thinks of diarists of 

recent times like Anna Frank and Dag Hammarskjold. 



Let me take you back about 1600 years to listen to the words penned by one of the greatest 

minds and most influential persons in Western intellectual history, Augustine of Hippo, as 

he discovers the usefulness of writing at a particular point in the unfolding of his personal 

journey. 

A Fellow Traveler Begins to Unpack 

"Inside myself I had been debating a lot of things. I'd been constantly searching and 

anxious. I was looking for my real self, trying to learn what was best for me and what 

things to avoid. Suddenly a voice came to me. Did it belong to me or to someone else? I 

wasn't really sure if it came from within or from some source beyond me--I was curious 

about that. It said: 

Reason: Think for a minute. If you learn something important 

about those things that worry and concern you so, what do you 

do with it, where do you store it as your mind starts pursuing 

its implications? 

Augustine: I suppose I'd store it in my memory. Reason: 

Really? Do you think your memory can actually house 

everything that your mind uncovers? 

Augustine: No, I don't suppose it can. 

Reason: So, you'll need to write things down. But that's a problem for you now when you 

don't feel well enough to write a lot. And, on the other hand, since they're the kinds of 

matters that require privacy if you are to explore them, you don't want to be dictating them 

to a secretary either. 

Augustine: You're right. Now I'm feeling somewhat trapped and helpless. 

Reason: Here's what to do. Pray for better health and for the help to do what you need to 

do–but write the prayer down. Doing this will get you started writing and encourage you 

to continue. Later on, make a summary of what you conclude. Don't write to attract a 

following. Use a few people who are close to you as readers and that will be quite enough. 

Augustine: I'll do what you say. 

In this brief dialog, Augustine is as in touch with the basic features of journal keeping as 

any contemporary psychologist, therapist, or spiritual counsel. Let's look at these features 

one at a time. 



1. Writing has a Power of its own. 

Augustine, like many of us, turns naturally to writing when he's confused and upset. He 

doesn't quite know why, but it seems like the right thing to do. Setting pen to paper, he 

begins to discover why, namely because writing is a natural way of clarifying things. 

Memory plays tricks on us, even the most brilliant of us. We forget. We reevaluate. We get 

sidetracked. We lose track of our starting point and go around in circles. Confusion–it's 

knowing a number of things at the same time and being unable to put them together. 

Writing our thoughts and feelings helps us to be precise about them. Writing draws the 

hazy and unformed impulses, our less than fully conscious parts, out into the open where 

they can be seen for what they really are. Ink fixes them in a place we can go back to. We 

can see where we've come from and where we're going. The seed, the tree and the fruit all 

become visible. As our pages accumulate, they connect like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle and 

reveal more and more of our inner landscape. 

2. We're Always Talking to Ourselves. 

We are filled with voices, some strange, some familiar, advising, approving, cajoling, 

condemning, arguing. We tend at least to interpret them as voices, but they are images and 

feelings, tastes, sounds and smells as well. Often, they are memories whose intercourse has 

spawned children with new voices of their own. Sometimes they are legion, babbling us 

into madness. Occasionally one or the other gets the floor and dominates the conversation. 

When this happens, we only hear one side of things, one set of ideas, one way of doing 

things. This may spell depression or addiction or stick-in- the-mud boredom. 

Drawing on other parts of ourselves through writing, as Augustine does with his friend 

Reason, can lead us to fresh wisdom, alternative solutions for our problems, richer, more 

informed decisions and a kind of inner reconciliation as we discover that there is more to 

us than we thought, as opposed or unrelated parts of ourselves find each other and embrace. 

We listen to ourselves and we write. The inner voices find clarity and strength on the paper 

before us and we somehow own them anew as we hold them in our hands. 

3. Writing leads us from Privacy to Intimacy. 

The tender shoots of self-understanding need a protected place to grow. Reason tells 

Augustine to guard his privacy. There he can go into his thoughts and feelings without the 

fear that someone is listening. It is a place to grow straight, a shelter where he will not be 

bent and twisted by the prevailing winds of other people's opinions or influenced by their 

approval or disapproval. 



In the journal we don't have to censor or restrict ourselves out of the fear of what others 

will think or judge. Ultimately, we do write to communicate, to say ourselves by being 

more ourselves. Our personal word, our name, our self, unfolds into words. Our words take 

on the flesh of voice and action in our world. 

The process begins with those closest to us when we risk saying and being someone new. 

There can be a certain obscenity about broadcasting our innards for all the curious of the 

world to see. The journal is ours to keep and to share as we choose. Like Augustine, we 

reveal ourselves at first only to a few trusted friends, or to advisors and counselors. In their 

company we are mutually enriched by deep honesty and caring. Out of these sharings is 

born true community. We encourage each other on our personal and common journeys. We 

take heart from this personal and contemporary witness to searching and values. We 

wonder at the incubation of insights and the birthing of moral decisions and the maturation 

of intelligence and spirit. 

All that religion and psychiatry have to offer in their lectures, theories, dogmas and self-

help books can only foreshadow what we come to experience in sharing each other's stories, 

in the heart-to-heart contact of living beings. It's not surprising that the greatest documents 

of faith and humanity are the stories of their lives and their experiences, which our 

ancestors have left behind in their diaries and autobiographies and family histories. 

4. Starting is the Best Way of Getting Started. 

Augustine's experience is paradoxical. The best time to write is when you can't, when you 

don't feel like it, when it's not the right time, when it seems impossible. What Reason told 

him could be spelled out for us this way: --If you don't know the answer, write about the 

problem. 

--If you don't know the problem, write about how it feels not to know the problem, or what 

it's like not to be able to write. 

--Pray or reflect about it but pray or reflect about it in ink. 

--Keep your hand moving and the rest of you will follow. 

The words of Augustine, which I have quoted in my own free translation earlier in this 

section were the beginning of a masterpiece. He did "write the prayer down" and went on 

to compose the rest of the Soliloquies, reflections, and dialogs, which speak as loudly today 

as then. 



You and I are the potential masterpieces of the present. Whether we, our stories in life or 

in writing achieve renown or not is of little importance. That we will have used our 

intelligence with reflection and compassion for both ourselves and our world is the issue. 

Therefore, I ask you to pick up your pens and reflect with me. 

Some years ago, I wrote a handbook for journaling, now out of print, but, if interested, you 

can download a gratis copy. 

https://1drv.ms/b/s!Anfw3pckEHn4hZFYGygjdIC8LYiB2g


https://fr.pinterest.com/pin/434175220297003377/   

 

 
Politica: The search for roots 
26 June 2017 

 

Just as I was beginning my career in diversity and intercultural affairs, Alex Haley, a Black 

American wrote a book called Roots. Beyond being a bestseller, it kicked off an entire 

movement, in which people in a nation made up of dislocated natives, imported slaves, 

indentured servants, and migrants in search of a new start, were, at least temporarily, 

thrown back on the question of where they came from and what their own roots meant. 

Many started to look for the roots of their own family tree. The USA a country in which 

the dominant culture tends to dictate that people be known and recognized by what they do 

for a living, what they have accomplished on their own, and not where they came from or 

who they were related to. In other words, the need to be classified as "winners" instead of 

"losers" in the commodified Monopoly game of life, not scions of nobility. 

The curiosity about origins raged for a while but has largely disappeared under the pressure 

of cultural self-constructionism, aided by pop psych to "make one's identity" or "be one's 

https://fr.pinterest.com/pin/434175220297003377/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roots:_The_Saga_of_an_American_Family


authentic self", where connections with others were purportedly unimportant, or at least 

gained by success in becoming a "self-made (wo)man". Currently there is a slight surge in 

interest in knowing the results that DNA testing can tell us about our ancestry near and far. 

Still, the longing for belonging, especially in uncertain times as our own still pesters and 

festers, particularly in the sore spots of those deliberately excluded and disadvantaged from 

the mainstream in society, education, workplace, or neighborhood. 

Some months ago, my friend and colleague Noureddine Erradi was asked to work with 10 

former radicals. Some of them were in ISIS prisons, three in Iraq, two in Syria and two in 

Afghanistan. His task was to develop a training educational reintegration model for them. 

He reported that this undertaking was intense, difficult, inspiring, motivating, deceptive, 

both comprehensible and incomprehensible, sad, as well as full of facts on why they finally 

plunged themselves in the so-called the extreme. He reported his findings as: 

1. They have somethings in common, 

2. Many things not in common. 

3. But ONE issue they had in common stood out: IDENTITY & LOOKING FOR 

LOST IDENTITY. 

If for ethnic, racial, religious, or class reasons you are excluded from the community of the 

mainstream there seem to be two options. The first is claiming that you and your kind are 

the mainstream, then both blame and exclude the others. If you are numerous and loud 

enough, you may succeed. We see this in the waves of new populism that have become a 

tsunami, as in the recent US elections and Brexit, as well as in the mounting tide of identity 

politics in many other countries. Or, you may even drop out, find a guru and join a 

counterculture. Secondly, you may reject the society which rejects you and make it the 

enemy, the justified target for everything from plundering by petty crime, drug abuse, or 

violence. Depending on the identity that others label you with, you may be terminally 

excluded, defined as a sicko, a criminal, or a terrorist. 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/noureddineerradi


This starts to answer the question of where radicalization comes into the picture. In political 

terms, this may occur in what is traditionally defined as right or left. In other words, your 

need to have an identity, to belong is happily provided by a group convinced of the 

righteousness of its cause and unrestrained in the means it chooses to use to achieve its 

goals. You are now ready to both kill and die for the group that has embraced you and 

given you an identity. The disenfranchised, the out-group, the young women and men 

whose current families or communities have not provided them with acceptance, identity 

and possibilities for their future, are ripe for proselytization. 

In reaction to radicalization, what I have seen mostly has largely been in the form of trying 

to find, evict or convict the proselytizers, close their centers, identify, and track their 

sympathizers. While this sounds like a bold initiative to alleviate the fears of the 

community, it is too little, too late. The community needs to develop the tools of insight, 

to look at its self-righteousness and exclusionary tendencies and rectify them so that they 

need to invest less in police salaries and water cannon as well as military forays abroad. 

 

Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay 



 

Survivors' Reunion 

 

Politica: Trash talk writ large: Women, children, & 
cannon fodder 
27 June 2017 

 

Hello, this is cannon fodder speaking. It is my responsibility to kill other men and, in the 

course of it, to die so that women and children can be safe. My bio-cultural imperative, of 

course, is to serve and protect. Cursed by the possession of XY chromosomes, I am 

responsible for the world’s problems and their solutions. Women and children are precious; 

men are dispensable. As some far-edge feminists rage, we could be done with men 

altogether—perhaps there is a high-tech medical ultimate solution? 

On the other hand, we men have a shorter lifespan and should qualify as a protected species, 

but that is wishful thinking. Meanwhile it is better that we die unnoticed. It seems 

sometimes that as if we die in service of our “imperative” only our mothers and our buddies 

value and mourn us. The problem with posthumous praise is that it is post-humus—we 

don’t get it until the dirt is scattered on our graves. Occasionally a Mom becomes outraged 

and attempts to do something about our human value as Cindy Sheehan did camping by G. 

Bush’s ranch some years back. But mostly women and children are encouraged and 

counseled to honor us for our “ultimate sacrifice” in order to feel that we were not lost in 

vain even if we were. 

In many areas of life, cultures have been able to transcend a number of biological 

imperatives with something they call “civilized behavior,” but when it comes to the 



valuation and roles of their male children once they are old enough to shave, we still live 

and think at the level of sticks and stones. Why should women and children be seen as any 

more “innocent” than grown men? Even in a society that says it believes in “innocent until 

proven guilty?” Evidently a whole gender is guilty until proven innocent. Explain this to 

me… 

Until we get it that each human life is of equal value and bears equal innocence whatever 

its chromosomes, to hell with the women and children and “innocent” civilians who expect 

protection at the cost of other men’s lives. Today, I am sickened to watch how we mentally 

and emotionally use “women and children” as political propagandist pawns, the ace in the 

hole of condemnation of the other as we see in the current news reports of the Syrian 

conflict. This discrimination against men is the tool of ultimate value in inflaming both 

sides. While generally less threatened than that of the grunt on the ground, the lives of 

women and children have been endowed with a sacredness that is incontestable while men 

are disposable, i.e., “trash.” 

So, it is not surprising that “trash” talk is needed to encourage men to attack men in contest 

with each other. It’s just a part of basic training for the Big Game, where our chant 

dehumanizes and devalues other men as gooks, chinks, slants, nips, kikes, frogs, gringos, 

greasers, towel heads, etc., etc. We are encouraged to look at stadium-contained war games. 

These multibillion-dollar bread and circus events keep our minds off of or dilute our 

perception of the big games we are playing. It could be called catharsis if it really got the 

crap out of our system. Mostly it is “organized mayhem” as some wag once defined rugby. 

It puts us in the mood for men beating on men while fans fan them on and betimes 

contribute after-event hooliganism. Supposedly the "not so little" games teach 

sportspersonship, which hardly exists in the Big Game despite the Geneva list of fouls. 

We are frogs in a warming pot when it comes to the question of men and war, as much as 

we are in the question of global warming. But the perspiration on our brow is more likely 

to help us recognize global warming before we notice that all men should be treated as 

equal to the rest of us when it comes to being allowed to live. Here is a woman's 

perspective on the disposable man. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp8tToFv-bA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp8tToFv-bA


 

If a ban on sexist advertising 

were to come about, whose 

values and definitions of what 

is included in the definition of 

what is sexist will be used in 

this new level of political 

correctness?  

 

https://www.facebook.com/ajplusenglish/videos/1010852939056213/


Alone with my lover 

 

Poetica: A lover for all 
28 June 2017

 

No elbows or knees, 

the sea, my comfy lover 

yields to every stroke. 

 

She is never shy. 

Each day I caress her curves, 

penetrate her depths. 

 

I plunge into her. 

Though she may seem cold at first, 

our feelings mingle. 

 

 

Her freshening touch, 

buoys me up when I am tired, 

makes me know I'm home. 

 

I've no jealousy 

when others court and love her, 

spend time in her bed. 

 

Large and large-hearted, 

with her giggle splash she tempts, 

une menage à tous. 



https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/18/hannah-fry-the-mathematics-of-love/ 
 

 

 

Politica: 1 + 1 Does not yield a real number: The 
mathematical paradox of relationship 
29 June 2017 

 

The domestic two step 

How do you avoid stepping on your lover's feet? Three guys were riding to the Geneva 

Airport early one Sunday morning when they simultaneously discovered they had been 

dancing the "domestic two-step." Martin was fresh to the dance, having been married to 

Catty only a scant nine months. Walt and George, having had years of successful and not 

so successful cohabitation knew that they had stumbled on learnings about women and men 

they had long known but not articulated. It came as a smacking-the-palm-to-the-forehead 

revelation, as obvious as the smell of fresh manure in the Swiss countryside. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/18/hannah-fry-the-mathematics-of-love/


One Plus One Does Not Yield a Real Number  

Couples who live together are often far less efficient than when living apart. This 

inefficiency tends to appear, not exclusively, but in all its glory when each of the two 

humans belong to different cultures, i.e., one is male and the other female. Within minutes 

our brave male trio started to uncover a major scientific paradigm, the Two Step Principle 

of Inefficiency. It could be expressed it in a simple mathematical formula: 1 + 1 = < 2 (one 

plus one is substantially less than two–and often less than one)! 

 

The Algorithm Applied 

This algorithm for disaster appears in endless forms. Here are some of them: 

• A man and a woman looking at a map together are more likely to become or stay 

lost than either one of them would alone. 

• A woman and a man who are normally on time will consistently cause each other to 

be late. 

• People who have no one (but themselves) to blame will blame each other given an 

unsavory situation which involves one or the other, to say nothing of affairs which 

involve them both. 

• A woman and a man will take care of each other’s guessed needs. These are the 

needs that we don't suspect we have until our partner attempts to fill them for us. At 

this point we are certain we don't have them. 

• Two worldly-wise feisty living adults who chose each other, may protect each other 

from the world's opportunities. 



At first the three fellow travelers were tempted to link their discovery to Murphy’s or Sod's 

Law, i.e., “If anything can go wrong, it will,” and the infinite variety of corollaries which 

fall from it, e.g., “The other line always moves faster.” But there was more here than 

recognizing that the universe had a mean streak. They knew that they and their partners, 

not some jealous hearth god were the creators of the domestic two step. 

Genetically programed for action, we immediately decided to do something about it—there 

is, after all, nothing men can't fix (or sneak off to the repair shop) if we really put our minds 

to it. Hence, taking home and looking at this statement of anecdotal research and homely 

wisdom with their partners. 



 rawpixel.com 

 

 

Poetica: Working together? 
30 June 2017 

 

Working together, 

we can be so far apart, 

out of sight and sound. 

 

Electronic touch? 

Or are we untouchables, 

office pariahs? 

 

Does it add comfort, 

our proximate distancing? 

new sense or nuisance? 



  

 

Poetica: Hyperchoosing – try anything twice* 
02 July 2017 

Why have favorites? 

They make me feel so at home. 

Tried, tested, and true. 
 

Let me go abroad, 

where the menu is complex. 

Choices must be made. 
 

Do I pick challenge, 

the flavors that I least know, 

learn new friend or foe? 

What do I combine? 

Do the waiter's eyebrows rise 

at my mixity?  
 

Hanging on my choice, 

surprise can walk down two roads – 

heavenward, hell-bent. 
 

I cannot simmer 

in limbo undecided, 

the chef fidgeting.
 

What would father do? 

Choose the unpronounceable! 

And, do it again! 
 

*These haiku honor my father who repeatedly insisted, "Try anything twice–the first time might have been a fluke."  

I believe I owe my intercultural bent to his irrepressible curiosity. 



As kids we learned about animal sounds from this nursury rhyme: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z26DWJKwBHU   

 

Practica: Multilingual beastie icebreaker 
03 July 2017 

Where I come from in Ohio, frogs say, "ribbit", so I was astounded to learn from 

Aristophanes in high school Greek class that his frogs used to say in chorus, "Βρεκεκέξ 

κουάξ-κουάξ" (Brekekekex koax koax). His frogs might understand the French frogs near 

my apartment who keep me awake with, "Croac Croac", but certainly neither of them 

would understand your average Polish frog's, "Co żaby."  In any case, it's clear that 

animals, at least as listened to by human beings, speak a variety of tongues and you can 

find scores of these differences by googling animal sounds in different languages. Here is 

one resource. 

If you happen to have an intercultural training session, that includes people of half a dozen 

or more different mother tongues, as often happens these days, it can be a fun icebreaker 

or just a fun break to have folks taking turns making an onomatopoeic animal sound from 

their native language, having others guess what animal it is, and then sharing the equivalent 

from their own linguistic background. 

I was stimulated to develop this icebreaker when my intern shared with me this music 

video – and by the way, we still haven't discovered what foxes say in different languages, 

or if they say anything at all! Enjoy! I leave you with an Irish blessing, "May you never 

find frogs in your underpants!" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z26DWJKwBHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkbMQILr25Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwVCULBjyEw&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwVCULBjyEw&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jofNR_WkoCE&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jofNR_WkoCE&


French immigrant weeping in the junkyard...? http://blog.globalstreetart.com/image/43557102262  

 

Poetica: July 4 greetings to my compatriots in memory 
of my immigrant forebears 
04 July 2017 

 

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame, 

With conquering limbs astride from land to land. 

Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand 

A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame 

Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name 

Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand 

Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command 

The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame. 

"Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she 

With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor, 

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 

The wretched refuse of your teeming shore. 

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me, 

I lift my lamp beside the golden door!" 

Poem by Emma Lazarus graven on a tablet within the pedestal on which the Statue of 

Liberty stands. And yes, we should spell it IndepenDANCE day and invite others to move 

to the music! 

http://blog.globalstreetart.com/image/43557102262


Detail from Triumph des Todes, by Peter Bruegel the Elder, circa 1562-1563 

 

 

Pedagogica: Timor Mortis 
05 July 2017 

An imaginary friend has been visiting me too often recently, his name is Timor Mortis, but 

let’s just call him Tim. Tim tends to hang out and chat with old-timers like myself, but not 

exclusively – there are youngsters, as well, who in moments of solitude and uncertainty, or 

sometimes, when trying something new, unfamiliar and a bit risky may possibly hear his 

prattle. As one ages, Tim tries to sound more reasonable by citing our daily quirks and 

discomforts in a Bayesian algorithm that points in the direction of imminent decease. I was 

once close to a person who spent the last 10 years of her life listening to Tim and expecting 

to die of old age at any moment. 

Tim is a bit of a nuisance, because he rarely has anything new to say, but simply repeats 

the same old lines that suggest that his colleague, the Grim Reaper is waiting down the 

street, or perhaps shirking his duty in the local tavern. He usually visits me at night when 

I'm tired and a little bit down. My strategy for avoiding a lengthy conversation is to say 

"Excuse me, I'm beat and I'm gonna' to hit the sack!" He disappears along with my 

consciousness, and apparently doesn't stay the night – at least he is always gone in the 

morning when I wake to a new day. On the rarest of occasions, he may make a cameo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkLWnx3ILtQ


appearance in a nightmare, though these tend to become lucid dreams that I can send into 

exile and then roll over again into the warm arms of Lethe. 

The military and suicide bombers sometimes succeed in banishing Tim with powerful 

identity narratives of honor and sacrifice that they are told and tell themselves, but most 

people simply don't want to hear about him or from him. But Tim persists and has taken 

advantage of the decline in belief systems about afterlife that has occurred in many cultural 

contexts. More and more people just throw up their hands when dogged by his questions. 

Yet, in an age of terrorists and armed loonies, Tim can suddenly, at least temporarily, 

dominate public discourse. 

From the perspective of a professional interculturalist, I hardly ever hear any discussions 

of how various cultures think about Tim and his entourage. The most we ever hear in 

intercultural trainings is what colors to avoid when choosing flowers for a funeral, and 

whether it seems obligatory to attend or not. Taboo topic? Frightened of discussing 

religion? Does your philosophy or faith echo Dylan Thomas...? 

Do not go gentle into that good night, 

Old age should burn and rave at close of day; 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 

 

https://pixabay.com/photos/day-of-the-dead-mexico-skull-568012/



 

 

 

Practica: Say it your way 
09 July 2017 

For many of us, it is more and more common to find ourselves in conversations where not 

everyone, and sometimes no one is speaking their mother tongue. Even when our level of 

fluency in another language is high, we often find it difficult to make something that we 

say carry the full impact of our intentions and feelings as we normally expect them to 

become evident when speaking our native language. In many situations those who are 

required to express themselves in a language other than their own, a language in which 

perhaps they are less fluent, it is both easy to misspeak as well as be misunderstood. 

Short of having a professional translator on hand, it may be useful, when someone has 

something important to say in a meeting or discussion, to create group acceptance of the 

practice of allowing, even encouraging second-language speakers to make statements they 

are concerned about aloud, in their own language, before they or others in the group attempt 

to translate, in order to share the meanings more broadly. This practice may not be the total 

solution, but frequently the confidence, tonality and nuances of expressing oneself out loud 

in one's own tongue can make a difference in perception and understanding of listeners as 

well as in the speaker's confidence in him or herself. 

This practice is particularly useful when words don't seem to fit right, or when a statement 

is hard to understand or seemingly out-of-context or incomplete. 



When everyone has a social rating and competes for it even in the most casual encounters! 

 

 

 

Pedagogica: Can dystopias help us create a better today 
& tomorrow? 
12 July 2017 

Yesterday evening my intern treated me to “Nosedive”, an episode in the recent season of 

the TV series Black Mirror. I say, "treated me", because my capacity of latching onto full-

length features of any quality on the Internet from abroad requires millennial hacking skills 

that I have yet to acquire. In any case, I was spellbound by the thoroughness of this 

episode's dystopian future(?), in which one's smart phone and wearables instantly reveal 

the social ranking of each person one encounters on a scale of zero to five. Further, it allows 

each person to add to or subtract from each other's rating, on the head of the most casual 

or routine encounters. One's lifestyle, entitlements and access to products and services can 

be generous, difficult, or impossible, depending on one's ranking. Is this the future of 

Facebook likes? No need for old-fashioned unconscious bias–technology will shape our 

http://www.vulture.com/2016/10/black-mirror-recap-season-3-episode-1.html


mental frames for us! Negotiating and scheming for smiles? To what degree is it already 

part of our present? 

As an interculturalist, I pick up on two issues here: the first is the degree to which 

technology is both shaped by and shapes culture. I don't see us doing much with this 

everyday cultural question. I feel we should be carefully examining our capacity to 

communicate and behave across cultures in meaningful ways on social media, to say 

nothing of exploring the effect of a single (in the USA, presidential) tweet on the cultural 

discourse of a community. Secondly, I am concerned about the lack of attention being paid 

to the role of popular culture in our intercultural work. How capable are we of connecting 

its everyday expression insightfully and practically with the master narratives of cultures 

and the personal identity narratives they produce? The task feels stupefying. Culture is 

crawling all over us, yet we are spending our time resisting classical forms of labeling and 

not paying much attention to their contemporary subliminal reinforcement. Yes, I have to 

pay either in money or time to block explicit advertisement, but dealing with the 

neurological shapeshifting...where does one start? 

Certainly, continuing tech development will become more invasive and provide some with 

more access than others, but to whose benefit and use? The master narrative of 

commodification rules, and now is availing itself of the latest neuroscientific research and 

cognitive tools for brain hacking. The Internet is, as one author puts it, a commercially 

induced epidemic. Whose cultural values will inform the technology and shape AI or do 

we accept that the marketplace is the permanently dominant social construction of our 

reality? Is there an alternative? Are dystopias wakeup calls to take charge of our future 

differently? 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/has-internet-become-epidemic-jeff-stibel?trk=eml-email_feed_ecosystem_digest_01-hero-0-null&midToken=AQHY13HHC3D74A&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3qog62YncZrDQ1
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/has-internet-become-epidemic-jeff-stibel?trk=eml-email_feed_ecosystem_digest_01-hero-0-null&midToken=AQHY13HHC3D74A&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3qog62YncZrDQ1


 
https://colorado.feb.gov/cfeb-training-room/  

 

 

Practica: 12 Tips for the public scribe 
15 July 2017 

As part of your teaching or training, note-taking for working groups is often done on 

flipcharts or whiteboards – and even blackboards. You or someone you will appoint 

becomes the public scribe for a working group. Here are a few tips from my own 

experience. Readers are invited to respond with best practices that they have created or 

discovered and add to this list. 

1. If you are not the scribe, you may ask for volunteers or specifically ask or appoint 

someone to perform this task. In multicultural and multilingual groups, the 

appointee should be someone capable of clearly understanding and working with 

the diversity of accents and levels of language ability found in the group. Be careful 

to distribute this task in a gender sensitive way. It may be particularly annoying for 

scribes to be only women, or the only woman in a group of men. (Unconscious bias 

as to who is a secretary…?) 

2. Be as ecological as you can, prefer an erasable whiteboard to using flip chart paper 

wherever possible. A whiteboard often gives you more space to work with than a 

paper flipchart. 

3. Today it is easy for you or for group members to photograph the results of notetaking 

with a smartphone to preserve them or work with them. In some cases, if you are 

well-connected, you can electronically distribute pages as needed to participants 

smartphones or other devices, etc., in real time. 

4. Some venues may provide electronic boards or other systems for notetaking and 

interactive participation. These are still rare in most places, but if you are lucky 

https://colorado.feb.gov/cfeb-training-room/


enough to have or afford one, make sure you have learned how to use it effectively 

before your program starts, and, when you must ask others to work on the system, 

that you can clearly and quickly explain to them how it functions. 

5. When writing, use print letters rather than cursive, making it much easier for most 

to read, realizing that penmanship styles differ from person to person and culture to 

culture. 

6. At the outset check the size of your writing with the most distant persons in the 

group to make sure that it is large enough to be legible for all. 

7. When summarizing and recording points that individuals in the group make, use the 

same words that the speakers use wherever you can, and check with the speakers to 

make sure they are satisfied with the way you summarize statements when you need 

to shorten them. 

8. Highlight new comments that others in a group may make about previous notes in 

the course of discussion, using a different color marker, underlining, etc. In a small 

group, it may be feasible and useful to use a different color for each person's 

remarks. 

9. When several groups are working on their own notes and they are being scribed, we 

often send groups to look at each other's work. In such cases, the reviewing groups 

may be invited to add ideas or comments to the work of the original group. If this is 

expected, make sure that the reviewing groups somehow signal their contributions 

by preceding them with the group name, initials, or number to distinguish them from 

those of the group that created the original work. This will help in further discussion 

and clarification. 

10. Don't forget to record what you need and/or clean up at the end of the session or 

program. Make it clear that those who clean the room should leave the material 

untouched if there is a next-day session that needs it. In any case, record it, as those 

instructions may not be noticed or followed by cleaning staff. 

11. As a matter of security, flipchart or whiteboard notes should not be left behind, 

particularly if the material under discussion is sensitive or confidential. There have 

been disastrous and costly consequences to individuals and organizations when 

these have fallen into the wrong hands. 

12. Don't forget to thank those who perform the scribe role for you or for your groups. 

This is a special effort and deserves recognition. 



 

More info at: http://kennedyevents.com/2013/07/event-icebreaker-social-bingo/! 

 

 

 

Practica:  Back-to-school bingo 
16 July 2017 

Most of us are probably familiar with the use of a bingo game as an icebreaker for diversity 

and intercultural meetings. Essentially, we create a bingo card with different elements that 

could be characteristic of the participants, give a copy of the card to each person and have 

them mingle and chat until they find people who match the described elements. 

This gets a lot of people talking to a lot of people in a short amount of time. If you belong 

to a culture that likes quick and easy icebreakers and are getting ready for a new class or 

an orientation program of students, this version of the game might be useful to you. If 

you're in a culture where people like to "melt the ice" rather than "break the ice" you will 

obviously want to use additional or other activities. In any case the attached version of 

bingo, ready for editing or printing, was created by one of our student interns as an 

icebreaker, a handy way to kick off a large and diverse class as you get ready for the new 

school year. 

http://kennedyevents.com/2013/07/event-icebreaker-social-bingo/
https://1drv.ms/w/s!Anfw3pckEHn4qv14WxT7h-KDvuNSWw
https://1drv.ms/w/s!Anfw3pckEHn4qv14WxT7h-KDvuNSWw


 

 
 

 

 

Poetica – Who am I? 
25 July 2017 

 

Migrant to this earth, 

what stories make who I am? 

How to label me? 

 

 

 

 

Here's another poet's take on identity! 

 

https://medium.com/poets-unlimited/you-me-us-we-9d7a57187fc5


My intern Daria preparing to chop onions & garlic for one of our shared cultural recipes! 

 

 

Practica: Culture in the kitchen? 
26 July 2017 

Some years ago, at the Young SIETAR congress in Istanbul participants were sent out to 

purchase local foodstuffs and come back not only with well-haggled veggies, but also with 

stories of how the fruits of our deal-making were seen and used in Turkish culture and 

reflected in its legends and identity narratives. The food tasted better with the stories! We 

could use more of that. 

Daria's selfie (some of you met her at our Dublin Congress) shows her approach to slicing 

onions to avoid the tears. A SIETAR Australasia colleague suggested slicing them 

underwater. What do we gather, how do we prepare it, serve and eat it? All this fits into 

our identity narratives, stories that we can share over meals, tales that connect us and widen 

our appreciation of each other and broaden our tastes. If you're a TCK, I'll bet you have 

benefited from or even created some original fusion cooking. I would be happy if you 

respond to this post with bite-sized suggestions about the prophylactics of chopping onions 



or facing other culinary challenges, or even have a recipe to share that I dare try. If you're 

in my neighborhood, I'll offer you some tastes. 

Our freshly published SIETAR Europa Cookbook is a starting point for enjoying this 

dimension of our cultural experiences. Have you ordered your copy yet? Add diversity to 

your kitchen with our collection of favorite recipes. Okay, if you need professional or 

theoretical justification to purchase this research item for your library–dare to go beyond 

interpretative, dimensional cooking which emits odors of essentialism – our cookbook is a 

performative approach to the culture of things! Information on getting your copy is as 

simple as clicking here. 

 

 
 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/2740568/2740568-6290039881263648768


https://pixabay.com/en/comedy-tragedy-masks-art-theatrical-1715466/ 

 

 

Practica: Intercultural improvisation 
28 July 2017 

Managing cultural diversity programs are fraught with the danger of models and theories 

that, though they may be valid observations and well researched conclusions, do not arrive 

at behavioral change. Not surprisingly so many diversity training programs are being 

scuttled as ineffective. Real human interaction is needed to break through this impasse. But 

how do we get people to overcome fears and timidity exchange with each other in 

productive activities. They need to get out of themselves to get into themselves? I have 

taken this loosening-up exercise from the field of improv theater training. It serves as a 

warm up and an energizer for further face-to-face encounters in intercultural explorations 

and simulations. Moreover, it involves the entire group both as actors and observers. It is 

useful in groups of up to 14 or 16 people. 

Procedure  

1. Divide the participants into two equal size groups. 

2. Form two lines down the sides of the room, each group forming one line. 

28 July 2017 



3. Ask participants to think of one or more intercultural misunderstandings or conflicts 

they have experienced. Tell them to pick one that they are willing to explore. 

4. The first person in the line on the left moves to center stage. 

5. The first person in a line on the right approaches the person in the center and plays 

one role of a situation involving a cultural the conflict she or he has experienced or 

is familiar with. 

6. [OPTIONAL: The facilitators may model steps 4 and 5 for the group.] 

7. The person in the center responds and an exchange takes place lasting not more than 

2 minutes. 

8. When the interaction is finished, or time is called. The person who occupied the 

center moves to the back of the line he or she originated from. 

9. The person who approached remains in the center. 

10. A person from the line on the right approaches and a new exchange takes place. 

11. This continues alternating sides until the first person to play has returned to the 

stage. 

Debrief: 

1. Return the participants to their seats. 

2. Ask for first impressions. 

3. Discuss the interactions that stood out for the observers. 

- What was done well, what could be improved? 

- Did stereotyping occur? If so, how? How was it handled? How could it be 

resolved? 

4. Get representative responses to the questions: 

- What were you aware of about yourself? 

- What were you aware of about your interlocutor? 

- What might you want to take away for yourself from this exercise? 



https://pixabay.com/en/ship-shipwreck-adventure-setting-1366926/ 

 

 

Politica: Can diversity chart a better course? 
29 July 2017 

I have been engaged in cultural diversity advocacy and training for over to 50 years 

now. This has given me plenty time to notice that every few years a new buzzword comes 

along, which will hopefully sell more services to corporate clients. We have moved from 

social justice, "doing the right thing," to serving the ROI, and now to talent management 

and inclusion as the language of branding in the consulting and training industry. 

Awareness and attitudinal change are rarely affected to any great degree by information 

and policy setting. The skills and tools we need as trainers and coaches to reach the hearts 

as well as the minds of our clients and participants are often denied us, either as intrusions 

into personal space, or, simply excluded by the diminishing hours and resources allowed 

for interventions to be effective. Powerful simulations have been replaced by mini-

https://pixabay.com/en/ship-shipwreck-adventure-setting-1366926/


exercises, and successful programs often evaluated as such by the fact that they have 

successfully "preached to the choir."  

We continue to rearrange the deck chairs on this Titanic exercise known as diversity instead 

of examining the course of the ship being steered from the pilothouse. Let's face it, bias 

and disadvantage are essential elements for keeping capitalism on its own course. To have 

us blaming each other, immigrants, and ourselves, rather than the economic structures 

maintained for the profit of the few, is an essential element in plotting the course. 

Differences are okay if they contribute to profit, or if they can be used to obfuscate the real 

sources of our social and political ills. It is essential that people label and dislike each other, 

for example, to make sure that the arms industry remains robust and obscenely profitable.  

Excuse the rant, but surface ethics and inclusion banter are likely to guarantee more of the 

same old, same old. We must be committed to more. 

 

 

 

Image by PIRO4D from Pixabay 



  

 

 

Practica: Proximity games – feeling space 
31 July 2017 

Exercise 1.    Sensing the other 

• Form pairs and ask them to stand about 2m (6 feet) apart 

• Person A will be stationary and will close his or her eyes. 

• Person B will very slowly and very quietly approach person A. 

• Person A will raise his or her hand at the moment he or she feels that person B 

is coming too close.  Person B will stop approaching and A will open the eyes 

and both observe how close they have come to each other. 

• Repeat the exercise with A and B exchanging their roles. 

• Debrief by asking how each felt the distance. 

 



Exercise 2.    We may be bigger than we think. 

• Form pairs and ask them to stand about a meter (3 feet) apart. 

• One should raise his or her left hand to about chest level, the other raise the right 

hand to the level of the first person's hand. 

• Ask them to very, very slowly bring their hands toward each other and to stop 

when they feel the presence between their hands. 

• Ask them to describe what they feel. (Some will sense it as warmth, others as 

like a soft ball of air, etc.) 

• Debrief by exploring how the visible limits of our bodies are not the real limits 

of our size in space, and what implications this might have for managing 

interpersonal space. 

 

Exercise 3.    How close is too close? 

• Form pairs and ask them to stand about 2m (6 feet) apart 

• Person A will be stationary 

• Person B will very slowly approach person A to what he or she feels to be a 

comfortable conversational distance and stop there. 

• Person A will then adjust the space to what she or he feels to be comfortable 

conversational space. 

• Debrief by noting the differences in the distances chosen by each. Explore the 

causes, e.g., cultural habit, gender differences, body size, etc. 

 



 

 

Practica: Are the right people in the room?  
1 August 2017 

Many of us are teachers, trainers and consultants who needs relate to learners and clients 

as effectively as possible. Most of us have had the experience of having one or more 

"difficult" participants on our hands. What to do? 

First of all, the old axiom, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure," has a lot of 

validity when we're preparing to organize and step into a learning event. The first question 

we must ask is, "Are the right people in the room?" In many cases we do not have a lot of 

direct control over this, so it becomes a negotiation. We may have to negotiate the 

standards, we may have to negotiate with the client, with our superiors, and, if we have the 

opportunity, with the participants beforehand. 

Here is one of the old chestnuts that I use at the start of a program where I suspect 

motivation for being there may be quite mixed. Once the participants and introduce 

themselves, I sound out their motivation for attendance, particularly when it is a program 

that has been mandated or is somehow a required course. I tell the participants something 

like this: 



• "I generally find that there are three kinds of people who come to a course like this. 

First, there are those whom I call 'prisoners'. These are the folks who have been 

told that they must come to this course by their boss, or they must fulfill this 

requirement by some curriculum standard, or a spouse has said 'I'll divorce you if 

you don't!' You are a prisoner if you are here but you don't want to be." 

• "Secondly, there are the 'vacationers'. You might be a vacationer if some time in 

the recent past and said to yourself, 'Oh boy, there's a course next Thursday-- that'll 

be a great way to get out of the office (or some other unpleasant event)-- I need a 

good diversion.' You are a vacationer if you are saying to yourself, 'I am here so that 

I don't have to be someplace else.'" 

• "Finally, there are the 'volunteers', those people, whether sent or not, who recognize 

that there is something that they need to learn, appreciate, or simply come into 

contact with. These are the people saying to themselves, 'I need this, and I'm going 

to take away what I want to learn and to know how to do.'" 

• "I'm not going to ask you to raise your hands and identify whether you are a prisoner, 

a vacationer or a volunteer, but you know who you are. What I am going to do is 

make my very best effort into sounding out your real needs responding your 

questions and interests trying to provide the very best insights and activities so that 

by the end of the course all of you will have discovered your satisfaction that you 

become volunteers." 

Sometimes what looks like resistance to participate is in fact due to a disconnect between 

the culturally preferred learning style of the teacher or facilitator and that of the learner. 

Sometimes it is also due to the blessed or traumatic learning experiences which the 

participant brings into the room from his or her educational past. 

I would be interested in hearing your perceptions and your stories about the challenges you 

face in getting the right people in room as well as dealing with the learners differing kinds 

and levels of motivation, and, of course, your tactics for dealing with tough individuals. 



 

https://me.me/t/yogurt  

 

 

Pictorica: Will breakfast taste the way you frame it?  
2 August 2017 

For long time many of us, teachers and trainers, have used optical illusions to demonstrate 

the fact that that what we are likely to automatically see in the foreground keeps us from 

seeing what our minds have left in the background. We go for the obvious, which is what 

our brains provide us with by default, what we currently call "quick thinking". One of the 

most commonly used optical illusions is this century-old illustration by cartoonist W. E. 

Hill, in which one either sees an old lady or young woman at first glance and may struggle 

to see the other. 

https://me.me/t/yogurt


This is very useful for helping us switch frames as 

Gestalt psychology teaches us to do and is a helpful 

tool for teaching awareness and for coaching. 

However, a lot of these are overused and already 

known to our participants, so it is important to 

refresh our repertoire. 

I very much like the illustration which heads up this 

article, because it is not a sketch but a real-life photo, 

something from the world as we may actually see it. 

At first glance, we may be prone to identify it as a 

sunny-side-up egg with chips or fries on the side. Once we are told, however, that it is half 

a peach on yogurt with apple slices alongside, we're likely to take a much closer second 

look to discover the evidence for this in details that we missed when we first quickly looked 

at the picture. Needless to say, our new frame is likely to include information from our 

cerebral pain and pleasure centers leading to delight or disgust depending on our adopted 

food religion. 

If you have some favorite images for this kind of awareness building, dare to share! 

 



 

  

 

 

Practica: Dealing with participant resistance  
3 August 2017 

 

Sometimes I’ve found if I ignore signs of resistance and just move ahead, seemingly 

reluctant participants get on board. Maybe it’s taking them time to wake up. Some are 

“naturally resistant" whenever another person is presenting and often give up the game 

after a short period of time, especially if others appear to be on board. It can also be that 

the material or you as a presenter have finally captured their interest. 

I like the idea of least invasive tactics and working my way up the ladder of lesser to 

stronger interventions. However, just moving on is not a good idea if the resistance is 

disruptive for the group or persistent and distracting to you. As the presenter I have a great 



deal of responsibility that those that want to learn have a supportive environment. One 

option is to give feedback about the problem behavior. 

Occasionally someone will give off a very strong message with negative facial expressions 

and body language. This can be tough if you are a presenter looking at such a person for 6 

or 8 hours a day. Much of what I present is in leadership, communication, team building 

and culture change. So, my giving feedback to a participant on body language is legitimate. 

Here is one example. 

Frank was frowning most of the morning and would occasionally give off deep sighs. I 

wasn’t sure if other participants were noticing this behavior or were impacted by it, though 

I suspected this was the case, but it was certainly impacting me.  

On a break, I asked Frank if he had a few minutes and if he was open to a bit of 

feedback.  He said, “Sure." I asked how the course was going for him. Surprisingly, he 

said, "It's great and I'm getting a lot out of it.” 

I shared that I appreciated him asking an initial question when I opened up the floor for 

discussion early on in the morning, because I felt it broke the ice for others. 

I also said, “It seems to me that to me like you are frowning a lot of the time. I also can 

hear you sighing. I am finding it challenging to concentrate on my presentation when you 

do this. My guess is that our paths may not cross again, so how you are in this meeting will 

not impact your future. I’m wondering, though, if you do this at other meetings, for 

example at work as well." 

Frank lifted his eyebrows in surprise and said, “You know one of my colleagues at work 

asked me not to come to his design meetings anymore. When I asked for a reason, he gave 

me some kind of excuse that didn’t make sense to me. Now, I wonder if it was my body 

language.   



I encouraged him to get feedback from that person at work. I also asked him if he were 

willing to experiment on trying to hold a neutral expression for the part of the time we were 

working together. He agreed. I then proposed that if his expressions and sighing were 

getting to me, I’d tug at my left ear and glance his way. We agreed to check in at the end 

of the day. 

The class went so much better now that I was able to concentrate. There were only three 

times that I had to tug at my left ear. Frank told me that he now realized that when he is 

really trying hard to concentrate, he frowns. So, this behavior not only was not only 

impacting me but probably others at work. Addressing this was mutually beneficial. 

So, here are the guidelines that I use when giving this kind of feedback: 

• Always ask for permission to give feedback first. 

• Find out how the workshop experience is for them. Don’t assume the person is 

intending to be difficult. 

• State the person’s behavior and its impact on you. 

• Ask if she or he would be willing to experiment with different behavior. 

• Contract to touch base at the end of the day to see how it went. 

• Help the participant apply what is learned at the workshop to their place of business. 

• Thank them for their openness. 

• Give positive feedback where appropriate. 

 

 



 

 

Practica: Getting a feel for change  
04 August 2017 

Here is a simple and very quick exercise that will help you launch awareness and discussion 

of the human dynamics of change-making as a whole-person experience. It is useful 

wherever people are going to enter a strange environment or culture, be asked to try out 

new behaviors, chance new processes, install new organizational policies, or attempt to 

alter their own personal dynamics and behavior. Here is the procedure: 

1. Ask your participants, as you demonstrate for them, to fold their hands, lacing their 

fingers between each other. 

2. After a few seconds, asking to unfold her hands and then fold them again changing 

the order of the fingers, starting with making the thumb that was beneath the other 

thumb now on top. 

3. Ask them what they were aware of, what they felt the first time and then the second 

time. 

4. After everyone has had a chance a chance to speak, ask them to repeat the exercise 

of changing the order of fingers while folding their hands, this time, however, 

alternating the order five or six times in a row as quickly as they can. 



5. Again, ask them how they feel and what they noticed after these repeated changes. 

Debrief by asking what this simple exercise can tell us about introducing change.  

Here are likely insights that they are likely to bring up. You can help them refine these and 

note them on a flipchart or add them to the session notes in whatever medium you are 

using:  

• Introducing change is never neutral. It is almost always felt and seen as: 

COMFORT or DISCOMFORT 

CAUSING UNCERTAINTY 

THREATENING LOSS or PROMISING GAIN 

TAKING TIME & PRACTICE for COMFORT to arrive 

• We do not MANAGE change itself. We INFLUENCE people’s accustomed 

perceptual FRAMES, their FEELINGS, COMMITMENTS and BEHAVIORS 

about a change. It is a whole person engagement as we now understand human 

integrity via contemporary neuroscience. 

You can conclude and reinforce this exercise and its insights by asking the participants to 

repeat it, this time alternating how they fold their arms, which arm over which. 

 



 

 

 

 

Poetica: I'm not going there!  
05 August 2017 

 

No visa for sad. 

Please give me back my passport, 

It's the wrong country. 

 

Home's where my heart warms, 

permanent residence is 

being with, not there. 



http://endtimemessage.info/rapture.htm 

 

Practica: Left behind? 
6 August 2017 
Not all the trainings I deliver may be rapturous, but I do have the concern that none of 

my participants get left behind, left out of the joy and benefits of learning, and mastering 

new skills. This may not be easy to manage, but at least it becomes easier if I know 

what to look for, as a trainer, in the diversity of participants so likely in today's 

programs. 

People can be left behind for a number of reasons unrelated to their level of interest and 

commitment: 

1. Lack of language skills. It's not uncommon that many of the programs I trained 

in consist in a majority of participants who are actually not working in their 

mother tongue. Fluency levels can vary dramatically. It helps to me to remind 

myself and ask participants to remind me when I'm talking too fast. I always 

invite people to raise a hand if I use a word that's unfamiliar to them. I mentioned 

http://endtimemessage.info/rapture.htm


in another post that it may be useful to ask people to express themselves and their 

mother tongue and then translate or have someone do so. More and more I am 

producing bilingual materials and handouts as for example in our diversophy® 

games. Sometimes in these situations I also asked the better reader to assist in 

reading aloud in their groups the game cards and the answers for those who find 

it difficult. 

2. At odds with social skills. This may be due to age, inexperience, or finding 

oneself in a culturally different situation where the pace and rules of exchange 

may be substantially different from one's own. Pairing with others may help as 

well as directly asking them at a certain point to speak, but not over doing this 

so often where the person feels targeted. 

3. Not on a level with other participants either academically or in terms of 

hierarchy. This does not mean that they may not be bright but consciousness of 

their one-down status may discourage some from being engaged. When there is 

group work, for example, that does not need to be done with an actual intact 

team, it is important to make sure that managers are not working with their 

direct reports in pairs or in the same teams in small group work. 

4. Did not do required pre-work or preparation. In many many situations this 

seems more common than not, given the overwhelming responsibilities and 

distractions and the fear of turning off one's devices and thus being left behind 

in other areas of one's work or life. Where pre-work is a major component in 

the learning event at hand, I try to schedule some catch-up time in the program 

itself to be made available to those who need to complete pre-work. As an 

external trainer, it is exceedingly important to make the internal people in 

charge of the program fully agree to make it their responsibility to guarantee 

participant readiness, if they expect to get what they are paying for. 

 



5. Fear of exposure. Personally, as well as culturally, there may be vulnerabilities 

on the part of the participants that she or he certainly does not want to come to 

light as a matter of course. This makes it incumbent upon the trainer to create 

the safest environment possible and be aware of potentially delicate areas as 

well as she or he can. Unfortunately, building trust takes time, and few of us are 

given the time to do so in preparation for serious developmental programs. 

6. Strong values or cultural conflict with course material or course 

leader. This often shows up in resistance to learning and what seem to be 

difficult or unmanageable participants. I've previously shared some tips about 

managing this, getting a handle on who's in the room before you begin as well 

as learning to provide useful feedback that reconnects people to the process 

underway. Again, getting fully briefed on the nature of the participant group, 

and the challenges of the contexts in which the training will take place as well 

as potential issues of conflict are important pre-work for the trainer. 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:linkedInArticle:6297870596588081152/


 

 

 

 

Practica: The iron road to managing the unmanageable  
7 August 2017 

Participant questions are certainly a blessing in that they show engagement, participation, 

curiosity, and personal interest, and may take you in the direction that you want to go as a 

trainer quicker than you planned. Often, we invite participants to question us whenever 

info or clarification is needed. At the same time, they may sound like a curse, a deviation 

or interruption, likely to derail an important piece of content or process underway, 

particularly if they cannot be responded to in a few words and without a major detour 

from one's learning destination. 

Reflecting on managing this challenge of spontaneous questions, often well-thought-out 

and very legitimate ones, while staying on track toward my learning destination, led me 

to identify the options which I have when such questions arise. Chemin de fer is the 

French phrase for the railway, and simply means "iron road", and surprisingly my 



response tactics for staying on track all ended in "...fer", and so provide a solid if not 

ironclad mnemonic for chugging through those question mark moments. Here they are! 

When a question pops up, you may answer it immediately, or... 

Gofer - Go for the information right now or send someone after it, usually these days you 

may be able to instantly direct someone to Google it. 

Refer - Send them to a known person or resource that you are confident can and will 

provide the correct information or response. 

Infer - look for the inferences. What does the question seem to imply? What sort of 

answer or next steps is the question begging? Is there a follow-up question that clarifies 

the direction of what was asked in the first place? Make suspected inferences explicit, 

then deal with them or ask the participant deal with them. 

Defer - Put the question off until a more appropriate time when you know it will be 

answered in the course of your program or a follow-up. Some trainers put up a flipchart 

sheet entitled "Parking Lot", visible to all, where they note or ask participants to write 

questions that still need to be responded to for the session to feel complete. 

Confer - Consult with your training partner, who may have a quicker or better answer 

than yourself. 

Offer - To provide or send a resource that you yourself own or have access to. Ask for a 

reminder on their business card or via email for you to follow through with. 

Don't think of these six rails as strategies of avoidance, as questioning simply articulates 

the search for what is relevant and needed on the part of your participants. Rather, chose 

and use them as the most effective means for satisfying the query, both for the moment 

and, perhaps later, more fully. 



 

 
Training on the Lena 

 

Practica: Degrees of separation?  
8 August 2017 

 

Like many of you, I've delivered training in a wide variety of venues. I've listed a few of 

them below, not because they are the most outstanding ones – some were, but some were 

definitely not – but because I would like to discuss the relative merits of venues for the 

kinds of work we do. 

• A conference center on Big Sur 

• A monastery in Wurttemberg 

• A castle in Toscana 

• A cruise ship on the Lena River 

• A seaside resort outside Manila 

• A hotel in Zaventem 

• A motel on the autoroute 

• A rented schoolroom 

• At the workplace, at HQ 

https://www.linkedin.com/post/edit/6299283422682710016


The question I am raising is, how far do your participants need to be physically, practically, 

and emotionally from their daily grind, their fixed atmosphere, to refresh themselves and 

become open for new learning?  

The problem with holding a training at headquarters used to be, and in some cases still is, 

how to keep participants from running back to their offices, skipping out to meetings and 

doing local errands at every free break time, and therefore planning these activities at least 

mentally while you are trying to otherwise engage them? With the advent of smartphones, 

the lines at the conference center payphones disappeared, but the potential distraction has 

increased, 

Even if your workshop concerns an intact working group, you face the question of 

separating them from elements that distract their ability to function in a learning mode, 

including unresolved team issues. Remoteness may then be an asset, but it is getting harder 

and harder to achieve. You are unlikely to get a river cruise through the wilderness into the 

arctic circle, sans phones, sans internet, where an afternoon fishing break brings supper to 

the table. I suspect this was a once in a lifetime venue for me. 

Despite the ubiquitousness of technology there may be something satisfying and inspiring 

in the more exotic or more extraordinary venue, the castle, the monastery, or something 

close to the beach. Again, budget rears its ugly head, in that such venues will perhaps not 

more expensive than themselves may require more off time and travel costs for the 

participants that a company is willing to spend, though many of these venues have been 

redesigned with conference holders in mind and provide excellent accommodations and 

services. They also have the advantage of sending the message that the organization values 

the employees who are sent to places out of the ordinary. 

Some organizations have a traditional fixed provider whom they have cultivated to the 

point where the venue is known and valued among employees who have valued the 

experiences they have had there. Thus, it becomes part of the company culture, perk, so to 

speak, when employees are invited to an educational event held there. Being aware of this 

should encourage you to take advantage of such a venue. 



With gratitude to the thinking of Fernando Flores 

 

 

Pedagogica: Breakthrough! There is a crack in 
everything (hopefully). 
9 August 2017 

 

Breaking through to new levels of understanding, cultural competence, synergy, skills, 

performance, and results is a manageable development. The diagram above shows the 

process and how we can embrace and pursue it to achieve its benefits. 

We start out doing what we do, thinking the way we do, until something comes along, and 

a breakdown occurs. It may be that something fails to work, has reached its limits of 

applicability, or someone alerts us, challenges, calls into question what we think or do. It 

can also be the awareness of an unworkable bias. Our own mind, heart and hands may 

become dissatisfied in some way. Breakdowns are a gift, because they force us to look into 

more closely at the components of what we are doing and thinking, the interaction between 

elements, what fits and doesn't fit, the bigger picture emerges from the details. Breakdown 

really means breakopen! 



At the moment of breakdown, we are forced to examine closely, look at our tools, reflect 

on our processes, listen to others' perspectives, hear other people's stories about what they 

see going on or has happened, as well as share our own. We ask and tell what each of us 

listens and is listening to. We have prepared a downloadable set of helpful suggestions for 

you about how to ask and tell effectively. 

If we listen well, from the richness of this experience, we begin to reframe, change frames, 

create larger frames from which we can then commit anew to ourselves and to each other 

and act in a fresh synergy that will bring us closer to the results we desire. 

But, be warned. This is not the end of the story, but only a cycle that we should not fear 

but hope will repeat itself, as we drive our new framework and commitments to their limits, 

where more is needed and the blessing of a new breakdown invites us to learn more, to 

connect more insightfully, construct fresh or larger frames and invite each other to new 

synergy. 

I have adopted this refrain sung by Leonard Cohen as a theme song for my life: 

 "Ring the bells that still can ring. 

Forget your perfect offering. 

There is a crack in everything 

—that’s how the light gets in." 

You can listen to the song here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDTph7mer3I&feature=player_embedded  

  

 

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Anfw3pckEHn4q5IcsZPVzn7gPFQ6Ag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDTph7mer3I&feature=player_embedded


http://zachsscripturestudy.blogspot.fr/2012/01/   

 

Pedagogica: Ten training room plagues 
10 August 2017 

Some years ago, I was invited to conduct a program of international negotiation skills at a 

large hotel in Montréal. Just as we were into the first half hour of the morning session, a 

fire alarm went off. We quickly evacuated the building and stood outside while firefighters 

hosed the blaze. Fortunately, the fire was not too large and was quickly brought under 

control, so we were able to return to our training room about an hour later. 

Just as we were getting to the meat of the topic, there was a creaking noise in the ceiling 

which grew in volume little by little until we heard a loud crack. Suddenly a fissure opened 

in the ceiling and water started raining down on the participants. The water, sprayed into 

the building by the firefighters had penetrated the walls and ceiling. Again, we evacuated 

the room, went to the lobby, and were directed by the management to go to lunch, and they 

would take care of everything, as well as and provide us with a new room for our afternoon 

session. 

Well fed, we went to our new venue, sat down ready to work. As I was about to restart the 

program, one of the participants raised his hand. With a grin on his face, he asked in an 

http://zachsscripturestudy.blogspot.fr/2012/01/


innocent sounding voice, "Do the locusts come now?" In response to this, there was 

somewhat nervous laughter in the room. 

This rather unique experience stimulated me to borrow the metaphor of the Ten Plagues of 

the Exodus story to describe some of the forms of malaise that we as teachers and trainers 

are likely to experience. Here's my list of the afflictions, gathered from experiences in the 

many countries I have worked in, that may make you want to flee: 

1. Blood – connections or collusion between participants, cliques, lovers trysting. 

Knowing about these "blood ties" beforehand would've been very useful, but your client 

failed to alert you and you failed to ask. 

2. Frogs – the persistently inarticulate intrusive or noisy participant or client make it 

difficult for you to stay on the point and for your participants to hear you. 

3. Lice – these may be harder to spot, but they are those participants who live off others, 

letting their partners or teams do all the work. 

4. Flies, mosquitoes, other bestial nuisances—real ones! 

5. Pestilence – environmental health hazards, infectious diseases, or the result of drinking 

water in a strange land, sometimes geographically described as: Bombay bottom, Delhi 

belly, Far East Two-step, Gringo gallop, Hong Kong dog, Saint Moritz, Singapore 

tummy, Spanish tummy, Tijuana cha-cha, Going global! 

6. Boils – pent up pain, issues that don’t go away. Problems people bring in with them 

that either hog the attention or distract them from participating. 

7. Hail – issues with the weather, heat, cold, the air conditioning, etc. You are shown 

where the thermo settings are, but they never seem to produce the effect you desire. 

8. Locusts – noisy environment, heaters, air conditioners, traffic on the street below. 

Nattering nuisances that nibble away at energy and attention. 

9. Darkness – inappropriate lighting. Your PowerPoint or audiovisuals can be seen only 

if you darken the room to the degree that you as the presenter cannot be seen! 

10. Slaying of the Firstborn – discovering that the key premise or the main idea of your 

learning model or critical content is unacceptable or already familiar to the participants. 

What plagues you in training situations? 



 

https://www.lbreakthrough.co.uk   

 

 

Practica: Learning breakthroughs & the Zeigarnik effect 
11 August 2017 

 

Russian psychologist Bluma Wulfovna Zeigarnik's research gave her name to the 

likelihood that more indelible learning and vivid memories are often likely to be created 

when interruption occurs or something is left unfinished, rather than when it goes like 

clockwork, when it is signed, sealed, delivered and done. 

The incident of the hotel fire I mentioned in yesterday's post was a good example of the 

effect – several participants noted to me months later that they could remember exactly 

what was being discussed when the fire and flood incidents occurred in our training room. 

Many of us have such memories. I can still remember in detail exactly where I was and 

what I was doing when I heard the news of 9/11. I can still see the old Philco radio and the 

family sitting around it when the news of the bombing of Pearl Harbor was announced – 

and I was only three-and-a-half years old at the time. A veteran of California living, I can 

tell you precisely my personal earthquake scenarios! During this one I was in the spa 

swimming pool when I saw big waves coming in my direction! 

https://www.lbreakthrough.co.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluma_Zeigarnik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lAXStQCjr8


Teachers and trainers do not have to wait for a disaster to take advantage of this effect to 

enhance learning. Abrupt stops, shifts, the obvious left unsaid, etc., can be part of 

pedagogical planning to accentuate critical learning points. Of course, don't do it too often 

or learners may question your competence. This is also what games do when they punctuate 

lecture with a new reality and fresh physical and emotional settings. 

Most of us use the display and play method of online as well as f2f training with our 

learners. We try to show them and tell them as much as we can and pray that it sticks. I 

have heard that 2/3 of audiences listening to a 40-minute lecture are into a sexual fantasy 

3 minutes before the end. I don't know how thoroughly that has been researched, but it 

suggests that, while lecture might ultimately turn into the most entertaining form of training 

development, it is probably not the most effective. People remember surprises & 

interruptions much better than they do the smooth, fault-free program or presentation. 

People are often able to do things better when they do two or several related things at once. 

Learning two languages at once seems to actually work better than one at a time. Shifting 

and distraction takes learners from monomania. Using a riddle, for example, is also a way 

of inserting a stimulus to grab the extra multitasking capability of the user. 

What other ways can you see to do this? 

 

 

Image by PublicDomainPictures from Pixabay 



 

 

 

Practica: Training in teams  
12 August 2017 

 

Training or facilitating together with a partner or team is a passionate desideratum of mine, 

unfortunately less and less realized as f2f training sessions shrink from weeks to hours and 

fade into webinars. Co-training or team training can be a hard sell to clientele who need to 

budge or fudge the budget even when they believe team training to be the quality 

alternative. But if you wish to sell it, here are some gusts of wind to turn your sales turbine: 

• Variety enhances the presentation and refreshes participants’ attention span. It is a real 

boon to longer training sessions. 

• Training partners can offer participants multiple perspectives on both content and how 

to acquire and practice skills 

• There will be more availability to coach individuals and oversee group work. This is 

particularly important where trainer feedback to participants is an essential component 

to performance improvement. 



• Two or more sets of eyes may spot different happenings or dynamics in the trainee 

group. What may be missed by one trainer may be seen by the other(s).  

• Feedback from each other helps the partners or team members improve their 

interventions in real time as well as in future interventions. 

• Trainers learn and grow from observing each other and creating synergies with each 

other's approaches. 

• Multiple staffing enables participant identification with diverse facilitators. 

Participants may resonate better or in certain matters with one or the other facilitator, 

trust this person more, and be more likely to approach her or him in moments of 

difficulty with questions or uncertainty. 

• Multiple facilitators may enable the client to assign more participants to the training, 

saving costs on organizing additional training events. In any case, it is advisable for 

trainers when contracting with the client to be clear about how many participants per 

trainer is desirable given the nature of the intervention and the skills to be acquired. 

All of this signals value added for client. 

 



 

Practica: Partnering & teamwork  
– preparing for co-training  
13 August 2017 

So, you decided to train with a partner or 

as a team. Given the short notice about an 

upcoming assignment that trainers are 

usually given these days, the temptation is 

to jump right into establishing the learning 

needs and developing the content and the 

process, what to pull off the shelf or create 

afresh, as well as assigning roles and 

topics to each other. Carefully doing this 

work is of course of the utmost 

importance, but to get the most out of your 

collaboration, you can benefit by some 

preliminary discussions and will lead to how you can best work together. 

These explorations are particularly important if this is a first-time collaboration, but even 

in situations where you and your partner(s) have worked together in the past, a quick review 

of collaboration issues can be quite beneficial. Here are some questions for each of you to 

respond to that aim to stimulate realistic sharing that help you learn about and support each 

other in co-training: 

1. How would you describe your presentation and training style? 

2. What do you look for in a collaborator?  

3. What has worked for you in previous collaborative experiences and what has not? 

4. What do you feel are your strengths & weaknesses as a trainer? What have you 

learned about this from previous participant and team member feedback? 

http://quotesgram.com/teamwork-quotes-with-dog/ 



5. What is your signature piece, that is, what is the training topic or process that you 

are most expert at? How can your teammate(s) support you in this?  

6. If you and your current teammate(s) have worked together previously, what is been 

most successful and what needs attention in your collaboration?  

7. Where and how do you complement each other, and how can you benefit from this 

going forward? 

8. How can diversity and cultural background resources augment team performance 

and yield creative synergies? 

9.  When presenting, do you expect and enjoy it or are you uncomfortable when a 

partner interrupts and contributes? Advise each other on how best to contribute to 

each other’s work in vivo. 

10. What process will you establish for giving each other feedback or resolving 

potentially conflicting issues in the course of the program you are delivering? When 

and how will you do it? 

11. What experiences do each of you bring that relate to the theme and learning goals 

of the current client or program that you are preparing for? 

Do other productive questions come to mind as you look at these? Don't hesitate to add to my list! 

 

 
 



https://cwconference.wordpress.com/about/ 

 

 

Pedagogica: Diversity revisited  
14 August 2017 

Exactly a decade ago, a group of us were honored as trailblazers, pioneers of diversity by 

the Profiles in Diversity Journal. it was a milestone moment in which we reviewed the 

characters and the innovations prominent in the USA diversity movement. But it was also 

a moment in which to ask, "Where do we go next?"  

 

https://cwconference.wordpress.com/about/


It offered us the opportunity to review the shifts that the introduction and the seeming 

success of diversity programs and those who deliver them were teetering on a balance. 

Diversity began as a moral imperative, sometimes religious concern for social justice, "the 

right thing to do". It sought and found legislative force, so that organizations felt required 

to implement programs and policies and train people in how to carry them out in everyday 

organizational life. The challenge a decade ago seemed to be how to assist organizations 

to realize what were seen as the objectives and benefits of workforce diversity and to 

eliminate obstacles to "targeted groups." 

Resistance was often outspoken. Diversity was not an easy sell, and those who would 

promote and market diversity programs sought to address to and hence reinforce corporate 

objectives by showing how diversity would contribute to them. Consultants and trainers 

marketed themselves by describing the benefits to ROI, to sales, to corporate reputation, to 

globalization, etc. Meanwhile the focus and technology of diversity interventions was 

branded and rebranded with such labels as building the bottom line, talent management, 

inclusion, etc., up to the latest hot label, dealing with unconscious bias. 

I don’t want to disparage these efforts, nor the goodwill or energy we have put into them, 

but what I have learned in the meantime is that we have actually tried to act as cultural 

intermediaries, taking ideas and processes and framing them in the language of the 

corporate target audience so that they should appear to be a normal part of their functioning. 

In short, we have accepted and are operating within the metanarrative of 

"commodification." We collaborate, whether consciously or unconsciously, promoting 

diversity as a product to sell, in harmony with our culturally constructed, but highly unfair 

economic realities. Commodification has tainted our language with concepts like "social 

capital", "emotional capital", "intellectual capital" etc., all echoing the accumulation of 

wealth mentality. Our artificial intelligence is and will continue to be no less biased because 

it embodies the social discourse of our prefabricated worlds. 

 



 

"Postmodern" and "postcolonial" thinking, along with neuroscience and cognitive research are 

uncovering how we actually function, allowing us to imagine operating out of a different narrative 

than the ones we have assumed to be "reality" for several centuries now. Socially constructed 

metanarratives, the inner voices we listen to as culture, both as individuals and as groups, in fact 

align our thinking and behavior with the very systems we are trying to challenge. People can be 

bought and taught, both options fraught with naught when it comes to change. Changing that 

alignment means clearly identifying it together and joining hearts, minds and hands to begin to 

speak and listen a fresh reality.  

This crisis is almost too painful to look at.  Our challenge is finding the tools to help ourselves and 

each other break the rigid frames of the metanarratives preventing successful humanization of our 

societies and our ecology. Some tools already exist, but we have been discouraged from using 

them; others start to emerge as we better understand the integral nature of our human selves. 

Resistance to any new vision and challenge, internal as well as external is to be expected but, 

remembering that resistance is pent up energy, we can use it to fuel a new vision rather than 

unwittingly reinforce the old. 

  

 



https://www.flickr.com/photos/depthandtime/4249784574/  

 

Politica: Is there a skeleton in the closet?  
15 August 2017 

Some years ago, a partner of mine and I were hired to do a diversity training for a 

government organization. We started off with our usual friendly enthusiasm, but the 

demeanor of the group remained somber and unresponsive. As we continued, there were 

no questions or comments, though we solicited them. Even addressing specific individuals 

did not produce much more than one-word responses and "Dunno's". 

We trudged through until break time, hoping perhaps that coffee might stimulate a higher 

energy level. While the two of us were discussing our bewilderment, one of the participants 

sidled up to us, apparently having diagnosed our discomfort. The person revealed to us that 

several people in the room had filed complaints about others and there were threatened 

lawsuits about harassment and age discrimination. The tension and fear of being cited was 

so high that people were scared to speak up.  

Over lunch time we were able to verify this with the person in charge of our program, who 

felt both embarrassed and incapable of doing much more than admitting to the situation. 

The organization was trying to keep this quiet, and, stupefying to us, was their naive belief 

that a good diversity training would suffice to make all of this go away! 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/depthandtime/4249784574/


We continued to do our best in the light of what we had heard and, while things improved 

slightly, we could honestly say that the training was a failure. This was a major professional 

learning for me and significantly influenced my client intake process. Subsequently, and 

yet today, I do not hesitate, once a client conversation is well underway to develop a 

training experience, to ask, literally, if there are any "skeletons in the closet." I spell it out 

with some examples and lots of follow-up questions. Here is my basic line of questioning: 

• Who is the person or who are the persons who have decided on this intervention? 

Often the person I'm dealing with is simply a representative of someone higher up, so 

it is enormously valuable to explore much as possible the intentions, motivation, and 

desired outcomes that are the basis of this work for the person mandating it. We try to 

speak to that person, once identified, if we can. 

• Is there any specific events or series of events that led up to recognizing the 

importance of doing this specific intervention at this specific point in time? We are 

well aware that intercultural and diversity interventions, though they may sometimes 

be done proactively, are very often not recognized as need or useful until a concrete 

threat or problem is encountered. Often that is too late to prevent a plethora of damages. 

• Is there anything that we should know about the relationships of the participants 

to the system and to each other that will facilitate our being able to speak to their 

concerns and needs? We need to know any factors, actual or impending that may 

impede willingness to participate on the part of the target population. These may not be 

related to our work itself but might be stress factors simultaneous with its timing. 

• Finally, we must ask, "Is there anything else at all that we need to know about and 

prepare for that might affect the outcomes and success of this project?" Often this 

is followed up with, "Do let us know, should you become aware of anything, or should 

anything develop in the lead up to this program, that we need to know in order to be 

effective?" 

Failing this kind of intake, this due diligence, it is likely that we the trainers will bear the 

brunt of blame should the program misfire. 



www.blameitonthevoices.com 

 

 
Practica: Make room for learning  
16 August 2017 

Fortunately, most meeting rooms are so-so, adequate for what we need to do and 

flexible enough for how we want to do it. But not always. Wherever possible when 

called to work in a new or strange venue, I am as explicit as I can be about my logistic 

requirements and ask for info about the layout and furnishings, breakout spaces if 

needed, well in advance, or even visit ahead of time if the location allows it. 

Once I know the number of participants and set the requirements of my program, the 

first issue to deal with is size. Rooms that are too small, may cause discomfort and 

tension among participants, whose comfortable working distances are likely to be 

violated. They also inhibit movement and hinder group activities, especially if there are 

multiple groups at work at the same time. Likewise, rooms that are too large may cause 

the energy of the group to "leak out", contain too many distractions, and defeat 

participants' attempts at or needs for connection with each other. 

http://www.blameitonthevoices.com/


Distraction is also a risk for outdoors work unless it is explicitly focused on outdoor 

activities. In the absence of breakout rooms, it may be challenging to locate good 

working spaces inside or outdoors for project groups. Assure that you inquire or scout 

the area in advance for additional, easy to reach, and comfortable to use breakout 

spaces. When it is important for the trainer(s) to visit the groups in breakout activities, 

accessibility is paramount. I remember a worst-case scenario when I had four groups, 

on four different floors of a large hotel. 

Essential technology generally includes what is needed for overhead projection and 

sound. The placement of screens or projection wall space may determine if and how 

you can make AV materials work successfully for your group. Though I am not a digital 

native, I am pretty adept at the technology I regularly use. However, I have found out 

by sad experience not only to carry every possible adapter and make sure that there is a 

local technician at hand. Three times out of four such a person is needed to interpret the 

local intricacies of connection and set them in motion, and more than once. I make it a 

point to connect with this person before any program starts and assess his or her 

availability. 

Managing temperature and light are often connected and are critical functional as well 

as comfort issues. The controls for managing these should be explored and understood 

before the beginning of the program, again with technical support available if needed. 

Noise and interruptions are not always unpredictable. If windows need be opened for 

ventilation, it may be important to check ambient noise levels in the area. Street side 

traffic noise can be unbearable, and I have more than once been surprised by a noisy 

school recess letting out next door. Little did I know recently that the building I was in 

would be featuring dangling window washers, suction cups, squealing squeegees and 

all. If another event is taking place in the same venue, there may be issues of timing for 

breaks and shared facilities to be arranged beforehand. 



 

Pedagogica: Resistance is a bowl of cherries  
17 August 2017 

 

Sure, whatever the tough times we may be experiencing in life, we can console 

ourselves with the maxim that "Life is just a bowl of cherries,"* to chase away the devil 

of the day and free ourselves for fresh perspective on problem solving. I like to 

paraphrase this wisdom in the class or training room as, "Resistance is a bowl of 

cherries." Why? Resistance is pent up 

energy – if you can release it you will 

free the learners to taste new 

experiences. 

The difficult people in the class or 

training room are often your best friends. 

They ask the difficult and interesting 

questions. They serve as thermometers to 

the temperature of others who don’t 

speak up—they say what others may be feeling or thinking. Instead of chiding, you can 

often ride the asides, even the snide comments and stage whispers that they make to the 

person next to them to valuable learning destinations. What they say or how they react 

may typify the problem or challenge you are struggling with. The objectors, when 

sounded out, listened to, are often be won over so that they will contribute richly and 

bring others along. 

If things go too easily in the room, it may be a sign that you are preaching to a choir, 

who may find you ho-hum, until a discordant soloist makes everyone aware of what's 

(not) going on. 

*  https://www.linkedin.com/post/edit/6297872346212634624  

https://www.linkedin.com/post/edit/6297872346212634624


What you see is all there is§? (http://newproductvisions.com/blog/?p=505) 

  

 

Pedagogica: How do we know? Intuition? Unconscious 
bias – is it a new game of gotcha’?  
19 August 2017 

 

Whether we’re talking about speed dating or job interviews, the decision to date again 

or to hire or not is most often made within the first six seconds of contact, that is to say 

that our unconscious evaluation system at lightning speed takes in the look and feel of 

the contact and evaluates in terms of its own algorithms for safety and success. How on 

target are these decisions? 

This, what some call “System One Thinking”, is an endowment essential to our survival 

as human beings. Not infrequently our intuition is more on target than our straying 

rational mind (“System Two Thinking”). It’s not just decisions about people; it’s about 

everything, the sizing up of every situation, stimulus and input, classification, and 

http://newproductvisions.com/blog/?p=505)


memory. We couldn’t live without it. At the same time, most human beings are no 

longer comfortably swimming in a single local pond, schooled by one tribal or familial 

culture; rather we are swimming in a boundless sea of diversity and rapid change in 

both our real and virtual lives. The challenge is not to see the two systems as opposites, 

but as part of our completeness, with the challenges of synchronizing our awareness 

and insight and outlook with what the moment asks. 

It’s not surprising then that how we nourish our System One Thinking needs more 

attention and ongoing education than ever before, not simply when we are concerned 

with judgments about people, but in the many decisional contexts of our daily life and 

labors. 

“Bias”, in its most basic meaning, says that something is leaning in one direction or 

another. It could be a diagonal lean in carpentry, or the diagonal cut of a fabric. But, 

when the term is transferred to humans, its most common understandings are negative, 

viz., prejudice, partiality, favoritism, and the like, rather than a more neutral and 

functional definition as simply a preference or preconception, a first guess, a leaning or 

inclination. In fact, biases, stereotypes can be positive leanings as well as negative ones 

when examined in terms of how we act them out. (“Stereotype”, in terms of popular 

definition, has suffered even more than “bias.”) 

Obviously, our biases, our stereotypes perform a vital function, a starting point for all 

our decisions, but particularly when dealing with others, it is important that we check 

out the diverse contents of this System One Thinking so that our responses are not 

damaging to the matter or person at hand, neither to ourselves nor to others. Culture and 

habit make life livable, but not in all circumstances. 



What is labeled “unconscious bias” in diversity 

and inclusion parlance tends to make us feel bad 

about ourselves, to see ourselves as more demon-

obsessed than daemon-endowed. Perhaps this 

tendency is itself evidence of an unconscious 

cultural moralism, consciously embraced as 

political correctness. Do we reinforce the so-called 

biases by creating this new label? This can be 

annoying and debilitating, rather than 

empowering. What we need to be saying to ourselves not, “Oh, no, here I go again!”, 

but curiously questioning our innate unconscious provider, “What’s possible here?” 

Can we avoid having System Two blame System One? Only if we see them as they are, 

part of a whole, the Taijitu in motion. 

Below are two links to videos that present unconscious bias. What are your knee-jerk 

reactions to them, and in reflection: How do they leave you feeling about yourself? How 

would you or would you use them or avoid using them in training or coaching others? 

How would you present the topic differently? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW5s_-Nl3JE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8gz-jxjCmg 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f7/Taijitu_polarity.PNG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW5s_-Nl3JE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8gz-jxjCmg


From cowboy & Indian wars to video games, a background of blood 

 – plus ça change, plus de la même chose!  

 

 

 
19 August 2017 

 

Don't worry, I don't carry a double-barreled shotgun as I did as a cowboy in 1943, 

though I understand that currently just about a third of my fellow citizens are packing. 

Armed or not, like many of you, I am afloat in the sea of blood best described as the 

war metanarrative*. I come from a culture where we make war on terror, poverty, 

cancer, gangs, drugs, crime, waste, -isms, graffiti, and even war on making war. One of 

my alma maters is known as "The Fighting Irish" and its every newsletter leverages the 

metaphor. 

So what is this all about? Now that we know better how our normal systemic "fast 

thinking" automatically shapes our immediate perceptions, feelings and judgements, we 

need to go further to identify the overarching cultural metanarratives that shape the 

worlds we live in and feed those frames we listen with. War is just one of these peculiar 

Politica: War as metanarrative

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YI7jmCT5FEY


to my cultural upbringing. I am experimenting with approaches to help us do this kind 

of metanarrative identification. So, play along with me. See how it works, and perhaps 

create something similar for a culture you are part of. 

What would happen if you were to read and notice how your mind completes the 

following commonly used words or phrases, and when it does, note what is contained 

in the "frame" around each, i.e., images, scenarios, judgements, sensations, feelings, 

bodily disposition–what soothes or twitches? What alternative frame could you choose 

and once you consider it, again what images, scenarios, judgements, sensations, 

feelings, etc., arrive with that one? I have picked expressions here commonly used in 

my US English speaking background. 

The war on...   The fight for...  The battle to... 

A patriotic slogan...  Double-barreled...  Kill the... 

Rally the troops...   Militant...   The front line... 

Siege mentality...   Ready, aim, fire...  Time bomb... 

The language we adopt make us complicit in as well as reinforces the culture we create 

and the identities we foster. We might make another similar reflection using the 

abundance of sports language and expressions in business and daily lives. This, it seems 

to me, often echoes the war metanarrative, especially when business is played as a zero 

sum, winner-take-all game. As war and zero-sum gaming seem peculiar to my US 

cultural background, my examples may not work for you. Be assured, though, that your 

cultural group(s) live in the bosom of their own metanarratives. Discover them. Explore 

how they work, realizing that this deeper layer of awareness is essential to full cultural 

competence. 

*Metanarrative: An overarching account or interpretation of events and circumstances 

that provides a pattern or structure for people’s beliefs and gives meaning to their 

experiences. (Oxford English Dictionary) 



 

 

 

http://mastersofmedia.hum.uva.nl/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/twitter-discourse.jpg  

 

 

Pedagogica:  
Who am I? Who is we? The ethical consequence  
21 August 2017 

 

“We do not see things as they are. We see things as we are.” Interculturalists often 

cite Anïas Nin's echo of Talmudic wisdom to talk about how our colored glasses tint 

the world and the cultures we see. While this observation is also used to maintain that 

our nighttime dreams are constructed from our daily experiences–also probable–I 

would like to focus on the implication that we not only see things but do things 

according to who "we" are, whether the we refers to all of us as individuals or to how 

we perceive and define the we's in our lives. Each of us needs to ask, "Who are the we's 

in me?" 



A classical philosopher observed that "We only choose what we see as good." This 

raises the deepest ethical conflicts about what is "good". Good for you? Good for me? 

Good for us? My idiosyncratic good can be bad for you, knowingly or unknowingly. 

Some years ago, I took a wok on the wild side and decided to cook a Chinese meal for 

by guests, one of whom was allergic to shellfish. Taking this into account, I made sure 

that the dishes were only of meat or veggies. However, in my ignorance I flavored some 

dishes with oyster sauce and almost put my guest in hospital. Though we later joked 

that the incident proved that there was actually oyster in the oyster sauce, it was no 

laughing matter at the time. My ignorant good was not hers. 

Culture creates we's and we's create culture in an endless process, so what my we may 

perceive as good for us may not be good for you and your we when we share a context 

in which we need to make choices. This is where our ideas of collective and 

individualist dimensions of culture goes into a tailspin and crashes. We is not who you 

live with, but who lives in you. 

Paradoxically, when in the wake of the attack on Charlie Hebdo people identified 

themselves with the victims using the French slogan, "Je suis Charlie". Most non-

Francophones do not realize that the phrase can mean both, "I am Charlie" or "I follow 

Charlie". We are often inclined to follow our we's in choosing how to position ourselves 

and to act, which then raises the question, “When difference is meaningful, whose ethic 

obtains?” If our we is all humanity, as, e.g., where we all share the world ecology, we 

posit an all-inclusive we, and face the consummate challenge of seeing universal 

connectedness, a vision that a number of religions and spiritual philosophies around the 

world have attempted, but they as well have too often fragmented into conflicting we's. 

Do our relatives determine our ethics, or are our ethics relative to whom we consider 

our relatives to be? Do we judge by intention or outcome? Probably all these are true, 

underlining how difficult it is to take “ethical decisions and action interculturally as 

well as in any context. 



Image from: http://blog.apca.com.au/how-the-uk-is-meeting-the-needs-of-the-digital-economy/   

 

 

 

Practica: Seeing is believing in our identity  
22 August 2017 

 

Here is an exercise that a colleague shared with me that helps explore how we frame 

reality according the prerequisites of our personal and cultural identity narratives. We 

all have plural identity stories and can imagine many more. This exercise brings out the 

variety of perspectives that we may have about a context that we find ourselves in. 

• Ask your participants to close their eyes. 

• When their eyes are closed, instruct them that, in a moment, you will ask them 

to open their eyes and then to pay careful attention to what they notice in the 

room. 

• Do this and have them share aloud for all to hear what stands out for them. 

• Then, ask them to close their eyes once more. Tell them that this time when you 

tell them to open their eyes, they will be imagining that that they are interior 

decorators. 

http://blog.apca.com.au/how-the-uk-is-meeting-the-needs-of-the-digital-economy/


• Do this and again have them share aloud for all to hear what stands out for them. 

• You may repeat the exercise several times, asking them to change their imagined 

identity each time, e.g., as a four-year-old, as the four-year-old's parents, as a 

cleaning person, etc., etc. 

What's the point? Debrief the exercise asking participants what made the difference in 

their several iterations. Usually, the exercise will illustrate how easily our cognitive 

frames can change and expand if we allow ourselves to shift contexts and points of 

view. This means that there are also alternatives to strongly held biases and one can 

practice new perspectives to alleviate their influence. The biases will rarely be totally 

uprooted, but flexing perspectives allows us to dismiss their compelling nature. 

 



http://www.terriwindling.com/blog/2013/03/happy-birthday-queen-victoria.html   

 

Politica: The royal "we"–who speaks through me?  
23 August 2017 

 

Whether or not Queen Alexandrina Victoria (a.k.a. Empress of India) of the House of 

Hanover ever uttered the phrase, "We are not amused," we are all familiar with incidents 

where someone utters what we consider to be the "royal we." You don't have to occupy 

a high and mighty office nor be a lowly politician to assume to speak for others, for a 

collective that you may in fact represent, simply wish you did, or do not but need to 

bolster your opinion with an invisible constituency. 

Perhaps it is just the US American part of me, but I can attest to being annoyed from 

childhood on by what often feels like passive aggression in the use of the royal we. 

Either I feel like I am being lectured to by an anonymous but threatening presence, or 

if the "we" insinuates that I am part of it, I often feel like I did not ask to be included. 

Some years ago, we went through a phase where assertiveness training was all the rage 

and we were taught to speak per "I", to augment our effectiveness and clarity, 

http://www.terriwindling.com/blog/2013/03/happy-birthday-queen-victoria.html


particularly where it was important to influence someone. "We" was a criminal offense 

in this scheme of things, where it felt like hiding behind a crowd. Today, with identity 

politics peaking as it has not done in recent years, "we" attempts to establish collective 

identity as a force to be reckoned with, implying even violent repercussions. 

From an intercultural perspective, we have long struggled with the inadequacy of the 

dimensions described as "individualistic vs. collective", and often, not realizing that 

individualists as such form a collective, we try to ignore that those cultures or groups, 

described as individualist, all too frequently follow a herd instinct or lemming impulse.  

Enunciating "we" reflects an effort to create something, a social construction that we 

hope will take on the force of reality. It is, in other words, a political act that begs the 

collaboration of those collected under it. Inclusivity and exclusivity appear 

simultaneously in the utterance of "we." 

What concerns me is that "we" often marches dialogue to the guillotine. While there is 

no question that certain have been classified into groups and discriminated against, and 

require solidarity to rectify injustices perpetrated against them, I sometimes wonder if 

this identity closure, when persistent, does not collaborate with, perpetuate bias and 

exclusion. If I take the position that you can never understand me, whatever my issue, 

the possibility of dialogue is decapitated, and the alternatives are ultimately isolation or 

escalating conflict. Of course, no one can fully understand anyone else, but this is not 

cause for rejection but an ever-stronger reason for sorting out what communalities and 

aspirations we do have that can connect us in ever larger "we’s" that will reduce conflict 

and nurture humanity. 

We more easily agree on abstracts than we do on particularities, but we can be at best a 

starting point for exploring the concrete experience lying beneath the abstraction. This 

is why sharing stories that have led us to be who we are becomes our effective means 

of establishing the empathy that is likely to be missing in abstract principles no matter 

how moral they sound. 



http://www.flickriver.com/photos/gaspirtz/sets/72157594525664338/  

 

 

Pedagogica: Alternative frames & human choice 
24 August 2017 

 

Many moons ago, I wrote my first full-length book about Keeping your Personal 

Journal and appropriately acknowledged my parents' roles in making me reflect about 

my life, "… my father taught me to try anything once and my mother who insisted that 

I do it right. George and Genevieve have given me a lot to write about."  

If culture is the discourse that informs our identity and provides us with the frames that 

we run our lives by in order to survive and succeed in our environment, it needs to be 

as complex as life itself and as the situations and contexts that we are likely to encounter 

day-to-day. Even so, its advice is not compulsory, though we run the risk of sometimes 

thinking so, perhaps especially if we hear the echo of our parents' voices. I grew up with 

the seemingly conflicting messages of parents whose life experience determined their 

http://www.flickriver.com/photos/gaspirtz/sets/72157594525664338/


preferences. For example, my mother was often heard to say, "Haste makes waste", as 

well as "A stitch in time saves nine." So, in fact, her dicta were chosen according to her 

perception of what might be right and good in a specific context. 

It's not surprising, then, that the discourse of culture, its popular sayings and proverbs 

are full of seeming contradictions. These appear to offer us what seems to be a freedom 

of choice when making decisions to act. They stimulate the questioning necessary to 

see things from several points of view and choose what seems best.  

We don't have to echo classical proverbs or common wisdom sayings to experience 

conflicting inner frames at work in choice making, our human system does it for us. 

And, it is hard for us to realize on which shoulder the devil and the angel rest, or which 

voice belongs to each. Judgment, our own and that of others, is usually ex post facto. 

We find “better” reasons for defending our choices after the fact rather than before. As 

my Gestalt pedagogue Mim Polster was fond of saying, "If you need a reason, any one 

will do!" 

I am making these observations simply to illustrate that we are not necessarily trapped 

in our cultural frames as they can be multiple, so when we are planted in a seemingly 

overwhelming discourse, a sense of urgency is likely to shut down our options. Taking 

a deep breath will help let other voices show up! 

 



https://twitter.com/dawnkissi  

 

 

 

Poetica: About face  
25 August 2017 

 

How does my face speak 

as I digest what you say? 

How do you read me? 

 

Belief, disbelief, 

questioning or irony, 

or aren't you looking? 

 

Microsoft glasses 

may soon tell the whole story 

of what I'm feeling. 

 

For now, turn my way – 

my face is talking to you. 

Please listen to me. 

 

https://twitter.com/dawnkissi
https://www.neurosciencemarketing.com/blog/articles/microsoft-glasses.htm


 

 

 

 

Practica: What if I don’t know? 
26 August 2017 

When I first went to school, teachers knew everything. When I first started training and 

teaching, I thought I knew something, but as time went on I realized I knew less and 

less, and now, after half a century, performing in learning environments, I know that I 

don't know what I don't know, and I'm pretty sure I don't know much about what I think 

that I know that I know. I also realize that, depending on the cultural group or client 

that I am serving, the expectations of knowing what I know and even knowing what I 

don't know can be overwhelming and disheartening. 

I suppose there are many ways to address this in dealing with others, but first I have 

had to adopt a philosophy by which I label myself as "learner–in–chief" when it comes 



to facing eager and not so eager learners. In other word, not diminishing what I think I 

know, but using it as a steppingstone to what I want to know more of, modeling the 

kind of curiosity that helps me both listen well and learn whatever I can, whenever I 

can, and, most of all, from whomever I can–and these latter are usually the students. 

"Walking the talk” in this way makes me realize that learning is mostly about learning 

to learn and learning to learn together through high-quality contact and exchange. 

As a new academic semester comes along and this next week will open the rentrée 

scolaire, I also realize that many education systems are not necessarily constructed for 

optimum interaction and learning, if ever they were. Commodification is steadily 

invading, threatening learning ROI with financial ROI. Larger classes, inflexible 

learning environments, disappearing textbooks and untamed technology. However, I 

suspect that this shift may force us to be creative in ways that we did not have to be 

earlier, so I am looking forward to the next months to discovering the often-unseen 

resources that students bring with them, learning how to learn from them and create 

processes and contexts in which that learning can be shared with each other. And… 

perhaps here, hearing from my colleagues on what is learning and what is not. 

 



Even alligators expatriate to higher ground in a hurricane. 

 http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/08/25/hurricane-harvey-beware-alligators.htm 

 

Pedagogica: Why's culture like the weather?  
27 August 2017 

 

No metaphor is complete, but every metaphor offers a fresh point of view when we 

are trying to understand something that seems complex. Soooo, let's explore the 

metaphor of weather as a new path to understanding culture. Why? There are a 

dozen reasons: 

 

1. The earth’s weather, like human culture, is a vast system, a system of systems. 

2. Like the weather, cultures change regularly. We can perceive periods of stability 

and seasons of change. Weather and cultures experience fluctuations within 

normal ranges as well as times of radical disturbance, even catastrophic 

interruptions. 

3. Despite common complaints about heat and cold, ultimately everyone experiences 

the weather and culture in their own way. Our health may depend on how we deal 

with either. There are things we notice and things we ignore. There are bits we 

like and dislike, days to stay home and days to venture forth.  

4. Some people expatriate to or from the sunshine, some stay put. The same is true 

of the mobility choices within as well as outside of one's cultures. Weather has 

been an important descriptor of human moods as well as a determinant in human 



migration, genetic distribution and cultural dissemination since the origin of the 

various human species. 

5. Some days are clear, others cloudy. Likewise, our perception of cultural narratives 

and values may be well understood while others remain, well, foggy. 

6. Cultural narratives and proclivities may be measured by their frequency and 

effects. We might assign them a temperature or a wind speed. 

7. Prediction of weather and culture can occasionally be spot on, often close to, and 

sometimes far off the mark. Perhaps both meteorologists and interculturalists share 

the same credibility challenges?  

8. Weather and cultures may dictate what to wear, how to dress and how to look, 

what is food and drink and what is not, what is in-season and out-of-season. They 

may work hand-in-hand to formulate function and fashion. 

9. There are places where the weather seems more unpredictable than in other places. 

When we visited Dublin for our last SIETAR EU congress, we were advised, "If 

you don't like Irish weather, wait five minutes." Some climates and cultures are 

rather rigorous and constant, others flexible and erratic. 

10. There is climate shock and culture shock. Unexpected surprises can show up in 

exposure to both climate and culture. It's easy to slip on the footpath if you are 

from a culture where ice is only found in the freezer. Whoops, didn’t you know 

there is something called sunblock, Whitey… or should we call you Pinkey now? 

Will you change your name to adapt? 

11. Acclimatization and acculturation pose some of the same challenges and may not 

happen in a single lifetime. 

12. The weather affects us and we affect it by our beliefs and activities. One might 

speak of culture as a socially constructed ecosystem, with similar risks of 

sustainability and degradation. 

What’s your weather like today? What’s your culture like today? What else do you see 

in this metaphor? 

Coming soon, some tips on how to explore the cultural climate and climate change… 



http://www.noaa.gov/news/international-report-confirms-2016-was-warmest-year-on-record-for-globe 

 

28 August 2017 

Yesterday I promised to offer some practical ways to employ the weather/culture metaphor 

to your own cultural identity narrative. Here is one procedure that you can try for yourself 

as well as use for training or teaching to explore the cultural climate(s) people find 

themselves in: 

1. Identify three cultural narratives or values ascribed to what you feel to be your 

dominant cultural background(s). You may use your own experience to identify 

these or consult the Cultural Detective or another intercultural model if you prefer. 

2. Assess how strongly you feel they are a part of the culture itself & assign a 

temperature to them 0° (frozen, not operative) to 50° extremely hot, active & 

compelling in the cultural environment). 

3. Now, assess how strongly you feel that these are a part of you. Again, assign a 

temperature to them 0° (frozen, rejected, not operative) to 50° extremely hot & 

driving in your life). 

4. Write a brief story about how you actually learned, experienced or lived out each 

item you identified. 

5. Are winds of change affecting these parts of you or your culture? What are they 

about? How strong do you feel they are? (0 to 100kph). Are they steadily blowing 

or gusting? Describe a real-life example of this. 

Practica: Your cultural weather report 

https://www.culturaldetective.com/


6. Imagine yourself a cultural meteorologist. What do you predict, fear, hope about 

this element of your culture going forward? 

7. Share & compare with your team. Take turns discussing your results one item at a 

time. Take your time, ask questions, explore alternative views. 

 

 

 

 

 

Which words can bring to life the weather/culture metaphor as you feel it? 

Use them in your descriptions and stories if they fit for you. 

 

Rainy 

Stormy 

Sunny 

Cloudy 

Hot 

Cold 

Dry 

Humid 

Windy 

Hurricane 

Typhoon 

Sand-storm 

Tornado 

Foggy, misty 

Hail 

Sleet 

Rainy 

Drought 

Wildfire 

Blizzard 

Avalanche 

 

  



My cultural weather report worksheet 
(Create a separate page for each cultural narrative or value you wish to explore). 

 

Identify a cultural narrative or value ascribed to what you feel is one your dominant 

cultural background(s). Use your own experience to identify it or consult the Cultural 

Detective or another intercultural model if you prefer. 

 

 

 

 

1. Assess how strongly you feel this story or value is part of the culture itself and 
assign a temperature to it.  
 

Frozen, not operative          Lukewarm        Hot, driving the culture 

   0° ---- 10° ---- 20° ---- 30°  ---- 40° ---- 50°  
 

3. How strongly you feel this story or value is a part of you. Again, assign a 

temperature to them 0° (frozen, rejected, not operative) to 50° extremely hot and 

driving in your life). 
 

Frozen, not operative  Lukewarm   Hot, drive how I feel & act 

   0° ---- 10° ---- 20° ---- 30° ---- 40° ---- 50° 
 

4. Write a brief personal story telling how you actually learned, experienced or 

live out the cultural narrative or value you identified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.culturaldetective.com/
https://www.culturaldetective.com/


 

5.  Are winds of change affecting this part of you or your culture? What are they 

about? How strong do you feel they are?  

Not blowing now  Breezy    Brisk & Gusting     Strong steady    Storm force 

0kph -- 30 kph -- 40kph -- 60kph -- 80kph -- 100kph 

 

Describe briefly a real life-example of this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.   Imagine yourself a cultural meteorologist. What is your weather prediction, 

fear, hope about this element of your culture going forward? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Share and compare with a colleague or friend or your team doing this same exercise. 

Take turns discussing your results one item at a time. Take your time, ask questions, 

explore alternative views. 
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